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Dear Mr. Adams:

Aransas Tech University's response to )our request for additiona! inf, rmation dated
Ian•-ary 28. 1991 is enclosed. There are four attachments. Responses to itemns 5.a
(fuel elements). 5.i, 5.1(2), 7.c, 8.b, 10.c. 15.e(3), 16.g(l), and 18.a..p (Chapter 10)
will be provided at a later date.

Arkansas Tech University's resmnse has been delayed by complications associated
'with construction of the Center forEnergy Studies where the reactor will be located,

the NRC inspection fee for research reactors, and issues reiating to maintenance and
operation ofthe reactor. It is our judgm ent at this tin.e that a sufficient mnmber of
these items have been favorably resolved to %-arrant continuation of the licensing
process.
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RESiONSETO REQUEST FOR ADDIONAL INFORMATION

ARKANSAS TECH UNIVERSITY

1. Introduction page 1.I; [Note:. Page number format is I-I instead ofI.IJ

a. Please= us the standard notation of(%Alkk), and (._ S) through-
out your documen'tation.

The changes will be made in the reidsed SAR and the Tech Specs.

2. Sectiin 1-2 page 1.1;

a. You mention "core irradiation tubes." but have confined later discus-
sion in the SAR t9 one central irradiation tube. Please clariPy, or pro-
vide analyses for more than the central tube.

There is only one core irradiation tube which is the core central ir-
radiation tube. The sentence,^ill be changed to read as follows.

Reactor experimental facilities will include a rotary specimen rack, a
pneumatic transfer system, and a central core irradiation tube.

b. Table 14, page 1.2 and 1.3; there are some entries that need to be ad-
dressed:

(I) The notation of %Akfk and dollar. (See co)mment No. 1.)

Changes %ill be made.

(2) The ratio of hydrogen to zirconium in the fuellmoderator
material.

Zril lwill be corrected to ll/Zr.

(3) The numerical magn: .1de of the reactor temperature coeffi-
dent of reactivity (justify value).

0. 11 %Ak"k %ill be corrected to 0.011 %Ak/k

(4) The absence of a void cocfficient of reactivity.
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The void coeiffiient o-Creactiwity is given as 1M/,/(t% vod) in
General'Specificatioss and Discription o(TRIGA Mkrk -Reactor,
GA 2070, and is given as 0.14 %Ak/lk(1% void) in SaWey Ana•lsis for
Michigan State University TRIGA Reactor. June M•7. This informa-
tion %ill be included in Table 14l.

(5) Last part of Table needs the standard notation otcmn(in) and
m(ft).

Changes %ill be made.

c. Page 1-3; yourreliance on 35 %Ak/k insertion, and peak powers of
8400 MW do not address possible differences of the GA reactor from
the proposed A-FU reactor. Please make quantitative comparisons of
number of fuel element-, power distributions throughout tVe cores.
average and maximum energy densities in the fuel. power densities in
the fuel rods and average and maximum fuel temperatures.

Paragraphs 2 :nd 3 on page 1-3 ,ill be replaced ,.iith the follohing
paragraph.

The prompt shutdown mechanism has been demonstrated extensively in
many thousands of transiernt tests performed on two protot)ye TRIGA reactors at
the GA Technologies laboratory in San Diego, Californi., as well as other pulsing
TRIGA reactors in operation. Because the reactor fuel is similar, the previously
cited experience and tcsts apply to this "'RIGA system. As a result, it has been
po,5sihle to use accepted safet) analysis techniques applied to other TRIGA facilities
to update evzaluations with regard to the characteristics of this facility (1-8].

3. Chapter 2;

a. Please provide distances from the reactor to the nearest major high-
ways and rail lines.

Interstate llighway4O passes about one-half mile north of the Mac-
tor site on ATU campus. Arkansas IlighmAy 7 passes through ATU
campus and adjacent (500 ft) to the reactor site. The Union.Pacific
Railroad passes one mile south of the reactor site on ATU campus.

b. Do any major ainvays pass over the ATU campus? l"yes, please ad-
dress the density of air traffic and possible affect on the reactor.
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Thernearest airport is Ressell-wille Municipal Airport,_ located ap-
ýproximately 03ti4 miles southeast of the All) campus. %Vi can ac-
commiodate.;mAi jets (4,450 ft &Tiawa~y). thei* m ae -o *ajor
aiZrportswrith a-conto toner within 50 miles of the ATU cainpas

The oly ar trfficpassing over the ATU campus is doe to gvt

. . . . . .. om ai •ai. . .. . Ate. x

planes and occasioral commiercial aircraft-at high altitudes. The
Russellville airport has no regularly scedloied passenger senice-

4. 'ection 2.2: Please provide information en the distances and directions
from the reactor to the nearest occupied building, such- ab a dormitory,
and to the nearest permanent residence in. the unrestricted area. in the
later analyses for maximum potential radiation e-Wosures !o the publ:ic.
include these locations for both routine operations and potential acci-
dents, for both Arrpn-41 and fission, products.

The nearest occupied building is Jones faill hich is a dormitory.
This building is situated approximately 120 R southwest orTthe reac.
Tor site. The nearest permanent residence is located approximately
n .' mile north of the reactor building. ote exposure potential is

analyzed later.

5. Section 3.2.

a. Itemize all components, including all fucl elements, olfthe ATU reac-
tr that have been previously used. Give detailed history and condi- r
tions of their use. interim storage, refurbishment. etc. Provide explicit
criteria used to determine acceptability for ATU. and reasons that
AIT deems that integrity and operability for the requested period of
the operating license is reasonably assured.

Fuel Elements ,ill be addressed separately. The following ATU reac-
tor components have been previously used.

1. Reflector Platform - MSU, used at the MSU reactor facility,
Stored at ATU, %ill be visually inspected for any damage.
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2. Reactor.Refledor Asmbl•y - ISU, used at the MSU reacor
facility, St6red at ATU, Qiii bie.isvzly inspected for any dampage, the
integrity of the weld pill also be cbecked (see .i)

3. Neutron Source and Ilohler -AISU, used at the MSU.reacor
facility; Stored at ATU, wilI be visually inspected ror-any damage.

4. Grid Plates - M1SU. used at the INSU reactor facility, Stored at
ATU, uill be visually inspected for any damie.

5. Rot~ry .- Sptcimen Rack. Guide Tubes.,Drive and indicator - N1SU.
used at the MSU reactor facility. Stored at ATU. till be visually in-
spected for any damage, water tightness and operability uiillbe
checked.

6. Central Thimble - MSU. used at the MSJU reactor facility, Stored
at ATU, %ill be Visually inspected for any damage.

7. Control Rods (3): Drives, rods. Guide tubes. Drives - NISU, Drives
xre completely refurbished by GA, Stored at ATU, GA has respon-

sibility for installation. Rods, will be new. Guide tubes - NISU, used
at the NISU reactor facility, Stored at ATU, twill be visually inspected
for any damage.

8. Detectors(3): Detectors, New. Mounting Ring. Guide tubes - NISU,
used at the MSU reactot facility, Stored at ATU. q•ill be visually in-
spected for any damage.

9. Underwater Light Assembly - ANtSU. used at the. MSU reactor
facility, Stored at ATU, uill be visually inspected for any damage.

10. Fuel Element Storage Racks. Fuel Element Hlandling Tool -
NISU, used at the NISU reactor facility, Sored at ATU, %ill be visual-
ly inspected for any damage.
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11. Control Coasole - GA. used at.GA reactor facility, refurbished by
GA. stored at A& , will be ikstalled by GA.

.. Prim-y S)stem : .mp, Heat Exchaer, Dmimeralizr IN-
strumestation - NISU. used at the MSU reactor facility, Stored at
ATU, will be uisually inspected for amy damagce ump Will be refro-
bished and operability will be checked, demimeralizer will be chiarged
with resin.

15. Compressed Air System - MSU, used at the MSU reactor facility,
Stored at ATU, %ill be visually inspected and operability will be
checked.

b. In Section 32.1.1. first paragraph. second sentence. should it be: ".-en-
riched to lcz than -20 U-235.?

Will be corrected.

c. In Section 32.1.1. second paragaph. the wording is confusing; please
clarify. Also. Fig. 3-2 refers to a SS tube not a SS can, please use con-
sisternt wording and notation.

The paragraph will be corrected as given below.

Each elemnent is sealed in a 0.020 in. (0.0508 cm) stainless steel tube (clad-
ding) and all closures are made by heliarc welding. Two scctions of graphite are
inserted in the stainless steel tube. one above and one below the fuel. to serve as top
and bottom reflectors for the core. A molybdenum disc separates the lower
graphite section from the fuel.

d. Because GA has marketed both gapped and non-gapped stainless
steel clad fuel, and because this affects heat transfer from both the
fuel meat and the graphite end-pieces, please tell us which you %ill
have, and address the effects on fuel temperatures and reactor perfor-
mance in the appropriate sections of the SAR.

All calculations are done for non-gapped fuel elements. The
Berkeley fuel that we expect to use is standard non-gapped fuel ele-
ment.

e. In Section k.2.1.2; Give the same information as in 5 a. for the instru-
merited fuel e!ements. and for your neutron detectors. How many in-
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strumented fuel elements will be present at the ATUTR, and where
will they be located in the core?

Instrumented fuel elements: There %ill be two instrumeated feel ele-
meats: one inthe Bring and tke other-in the C ring. At,'picalcor
corfiguration is shown in Figure 3-6. These .jillbe ew mun-gapped
elements from GA.

Neutron detectors: There are three neutron detectors; one fission
and two ionization chambers. All detectors will be new.

f. Sect;on 3.1.3 Graphite dummy elements; If you intend to operate
with such elements-in an- fuel location other than the outer nng.
please provide an analysis of thermal and power density effects on
nearbv fuel elements, in both steady state and pulsed operation.

We expect to operate the. reactor with the typical core configuration
shown in Figure 3-6. Graphite dummy elements will be used in only
the 3uter, F, ring. The graphite elements are not expected to be
placed at any other location.

g. Section 3.2.21: IWere the grid plates designed by GA, Michigan State,
or Arkansas Tcch? What design review did they receive? Please-pro-
vide a reference or discussion.

The grid plates to be used for the ATUTR are standard GA design
grid plates %hich -cre previously used in the-Michigan State facility.

h. Section 3.2.3: What is the neutron source strength, in neutrons per
second?

The strength of the Am-Be neutron source is 1.88 Ci. The neutron
yield is 70 neutrons/106 primary alphas (Knoll, Radiation Detection
and Measurement). Therefore, the neutron source strength is
4.9 x 10' n/s.

L. Section 3.2.4; If the graphite reflector assembly is not new, what
precautions have been taken to assure that the water tight integrity is
still valid and the graphite is dry? Discuss in further detail scaling and
capping the unuscd beam port. What would be the effect if the seal
fails?

Will be addressed later.
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j. Seciion 32.15 Flease reference the design review of th. tan•-. What.
was the-deb g2 criterion? What is the basis of the-aluminum wall
thickness being 1/4 in.?

The hydrostatic pressure due to the maximum watee height of 25 ft is
10.8 psi. The maximum principle Stress on the tankwall-of radius 5
ft and thickness 025 in. due to the above hydrosta"tc pressure is
2640_psi and the imtaxkium shear stressis 130 psi. PThe princ'lde
stress is less than the.yield str,'njh for aluminum (3000 psi for
606.l-l,:Beer andJohnson , %Ichanics of Materals 2nd ed.). This
provides a iactor of sarety of approximately 13. The bottom ofthbe
tank %ill be made of0-9 -in; aluminum. Other structural reinforce-
ments %ill also be present.

k. Are there any penctration. in the reactor tank? If so. please discuss
the impact on reactor safety if failure ofintegrity were o occur.

No. there are no penetrations in the reactor tank.

1. 1I) Tank coating to prevent corrosion has lost integrity in some non-
power reactors. Please discuss details of the dt~ign. what tw~ts
have. been pcrformned. and what assur.ances you have that the
life-time of the proposed coating will extend at least as long as
the proposed operating license.

The aluminum tank %il! be surrounded by 2 ft of reinforced con-
crete. This concrete %ill, in turn, be enclosed in a 315" thick steel
linet surrounded by another foot of reinforced concrete. The outer
barriers of concrete and steel *ill prevent any %ater present in the
surrounding ground from reaching the aluminum/concrete interface
and thus prevent corrosion of the tank liner throughout the life or
the facility. In addition to the barriers, the aluminum tank will have
an epox" coating.

(2) Discuss neutron flu~xc beyond the tank surfaces and possible ac-
tivation of soils and ground water.

Will be addressed later.

m. Section 3.2.5, third paragraph, secon(t sentence: Is the isotope produc-
tion facility actually the rotary spccimen rack? If so. please use consis-
tent terminology or cross reference.
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Yes. The isotope production facility is the rotary specimen rack. Sem-
tence %ill be corrected.

n. Please-commit that you %ill develop written -rocedures for the use, or
movement of the "shielded isotope cask" above the reactor and-its con-
trol rod mechanisms. Discuss the pIans.

The next sentence will be added to the thibd paragraph in secti*n
3.2.5. "%When the isotope.cask is moved over the reactor-tank, written
prtucedures pre-approved n.-the Reactor Safety and Utilization Corn-
mittet %ill be followed." The paragraph-%ll read as follows:

The center channel issemblv is located at the top of the reactor tank directly
over the reactor core. It provides support fer the rotary specimen rack (isotope
production facility) drive and indicator assembl%, the control i-aI drives and the tank
covers. The as.sembly consists of two 8 in. (20.3 cm) structural steel channels
covcred with steel plates 16 in. (40.7 cm) ,,tide and 5!8 in (1.6 cm).thick. This
av•embly iv 12 ft long and is designed to support a shielded isotope cask weighing 3.5
tons (3175 kg) placed over the specimen removal tube. When the isotope, cask is
moved over the reactor tank. written proc.dures pre-approved by the Reactor
Safety and Utilization Committee uiI1 be followed.

o. Provide an analysis of the effects un the reactor of using evacuated ver-
tical tubes extending to the top or sides of the reflector. Include con-
sequences related to inadvertent flooding.

There are no immediate plans to use evacuated vertical tubes. A
detailed safety analysis.%ill be performed and the approval of the
Reactor Safety and Utilization Committee %ill be obtained before
such an ar-angement is used in the reactor. The following sentences
are removed from the SAR.

Evacuated vertical tubes inserted into the reactor and located on the top, or
the sidc, of the reflector may be used to obtain a collimated bcam of radiation.
Spccial shielding may be required whcnever this is done.

p. (1) Pneumatic transfer system (MTS); Please discuss who will be in
control of this %ytem and its samples How is use of the PTM
controlled with the potential for reactivity ci..nges if the
receiver/sender unit is outside of the reactor room? What or-
ganizational group is responsible if the receiver/sender unit is in
a location not explicitly covered in the reactor operating licensc?

(2) Discuss radiological impacts related to PTS use and operation.
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The following will be added as tee second paragraph to section
32.62.

Use of the pneumatic transfer system will be under control of the reactor
operating staff. A permit switch wri!! :e located in the controlfoom to allow or deny
use of the pneumatic system. The FTS receiver/sender unit %ill be located in one of
the lab rooms in the reactor building and users will undergo proper trainir.g as to
use, r-diological impact and reactivity effects of samples. During operation, use of
"the PTS Aill result in production of Ar.4I gas from the air used in the blower. For
this reason, the blower will be vented into the reactor room ,o that its exhaust will
be monitored upon release. If use of the PTS results in excessive Ar.41 p:oduction,
as measured by the monitors in the reactor building and the building exaaust, then
:he recirculation method noted in Figure 3.13 will be used. All users of the system
will recci-c training in use and radiation protection. An area radiation monitor will
be located near the PTS ,eceiver.Sendcr unit in the lab with both local and remote
(to the control room) alarms.

q. Are the control reds new? If not, has there been any "burn-up" of the
B-10? If used. discuss the implications to reactor opcration and safety.

All the control rods %ill be new ones obtained from GA, with no bur-
nup for B-10.

r. Section 327.2 Rod Drive Assemblies: Do the "limit switches" per-
form any function other than causing lights to indicate positions?
Please discuss.

The limit switchc., in addition to switching lights that indicate posi-
tions, actuate circuits that stop the-drive rmotor at the top and bot-
tom of travel. In !he event of a scram the rod DOWN limit switch
actuates the circuit to drive the magn;t down, unless the UP push
button is depressed. The last sentence or the second paragraph will
be replaced wit h the following sentence.

Limit sxitches mounted on the drive assembly actuate circuits to -top the
drive motor at the top and bottom of tramc, drive the magnet down in the event of a
scram, and indicate the follkoing at the console:

s. Figure '-16: It is suggested Nis figure should be labeled Rack and
Pirni,.4 Control Rod Drive.

Will be changed.
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L Administrative controls to limit the transient rod reactivity addition
might not be sufficient. A mechapical stop on :he transient rod may
be more appropriate. Please discuss.

The-last-sentence in paragraph 2 on page 3.29 will be changed as
given below.

The rod may be withdrawn from zero to a maximum of 15 inches from the
core; ho'%ever. a mechanical stop is used during pulsing operation to restrict the
travel so that the maximum permissible step insertion of reactivit) (1.4 %Akfk or 2.0
S) will not be exceeded.

u. Section 3.2. 9.i Storage Racks-, How many 10 position racks are
present in the tank? If all fuel elements must be removed from the
core for some reason, how and where will they be moved and stored?
Discuss reactivity and shieldin conditions of all of the fuel storage
facilities, for both irradiated and unirradiated fuel rods.

There are -.ight racks each capable of holding 10 frel elements in the
tank. Two 0.75 in diameter alur..inum rods hold the rack securely in
position. These rods are secured to the tank flange. Two racks are
attached to the aluminum connecting rods b" locating one rack at a
different vertical level and offsetting the horizontal position slightly.
The design of these racks 2re standard and similir to the ones used
at other facilities. The number and positioning of the fuel in the
racks is such that the configuration vdil remain subcritical. A mini-
mum orS ft orwater above the racks will be maintained to provide
shielding.

Fuel storage facilities are discussed in section 6.2.2 of the SAIL
Storage pipes outside the pool are pits in tht ceactor floor. These
pi:s are fabricated of 10 in diameter stainless steel pipes. They are
12 ft deep, and located 3 ft from the adjacent pipe. Nineteen ele-
ments may be stored in each pipe, and water may be added to pro-
vide radiation shielding. An element spacing rack %ill provide an
array for the fuel equivalent to the inner most 3 rings-of the reactor
core (including the central A ring). Locked cover plates on the pipes
provide access control. The cover plates may include some shielding.
This configuration of 19 fMel elements %ill remain subcritical (see 15
b). Analysis at the SNRS (McClellan Air Force Base) facility shows
that the expected radiation level at floor level from 19 irradiated fuel
elements in the pit, aller 1000 kW operation and cooling for 24
hours, Will be less than I mr/hr with the pit flooded or with a shield
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plug in place. IWithout shielding. the radiaitio:: "vel is estimated to
be 1S rem/hr.
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6. Section 33;

a. A NRC SER is not considered to be an acceptable substitute for a
case-specific technical analysis by an applicant for a license..

The references 3 and 4 %ill be removed from this chapter and refer-
ences to them Will al.o be changed.

b. Pages 3-33; With all of the "operating experience with TRIGA reac-
tors" that you have noted, in addition to the University of Texas
analyses, give a specific reference to experimentally verified-operation
of a 70 element reactor. Cite power levels, peak to average power
densities, maximum operating thermal power level, peak fuel tempera-
ture, and burn-out ratio. Please provide the reference for the 1250 C
phase transition for ZrH.

Will beaddr"cssed later.

c. What is the power densit, (w•atsgm) curresponding to the 180 °C and
the 265 0C fuel temperatures?

The power density is approximately 1.3 WIg. Thib value is for a core
with 90 fuel elements. A typical 70 element core will have a pm-mer
density of approximately 1.7 W/-7g. The average and peak tempera-
tures should be corrected to about ZOO C and 294 C respectively, for
steady state operation. Corrections will be made.
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7. Section-3.4;

a, Give the basis:for the "neutron lifetime" f
micro-seconds.

GA-2070 provides a-prompt neutron lifetime ol'6Ops, the ialue giyen
in GA-2599 is about 45 as, and is given as 41 jus-in the Texas SA .
The typical value may vary I' about 10 % betile graphite and
water reflected cores.

b. Page 3-34. paragraph 3. sentence 3; Please be more careful of your ust
of the term "shutdowa margin." See the definition in you Technical
Specifications..

The sentence %rill be changed as given below.

With the core maximum excess r,,cti.itv of 2-2 .% . the .-utdowvi mar
gin. the minimum reactivity available to f-at down ih t •.iator with tbh most rca,-
tive rod stuck out, is about 0.44 %Aki1A (0.63 5)

c. Page 3-34. last sentence, and Table 3-5; Plc .ee give your basis for this
table.

Values given in this table %ill be rexised later.

d. Page 3-35. sentence preceding Table 3-6, a.-,. the table; This sentence
implies that ad hoc estimation of reactivity effects can serve to replace
a measuremient. Please discuss your basis for that.

This paragraph will be changed as-given below.

The estimated reactivity effects as.ociated wvith the introduction of some of
the experimcats in the reactor core are gien in 'Fable 3.6. These numbers should
only be used as a guide. The effects of materials not given here must be investigated
before insertion into the reactor core.
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8. Section 3.5;

a. What, specifically, are the relationships between Safety Settings and
Safety Limits (Safety Limits arc not mentioned)? What is the techni-
cal basis for stating that the Safety Setzij.gs are "conservcive?"

Section 3.5 %ill be revised asgiven below.

3.5 SAFETY SErFINGS IN RELATION TO SAFETY LIMITS

A& ment,oed prcviously, the main safety considcration in ,nperation or1 3
TRIGA reactor is the fuel temperature. As noted earlier in this crap-1t. the upr
limit for fuel temperature for prevention of fuel cladding failur, fo.: standard
TRIGA fuel can be taken as 920 C. Thus we take a conservative limit of 800 C as
the safet, limit for maximum fuel temperature in the core. The operating
parameters that can be controlled to effect this limit in a TRIGA reactor are:

a. Maximum licensed steady-state power level
b. Fuel temperature measured by thermocouple
c. Maximum reactivity insertion during pulsing
d. Core inlet coolant water temperature

The safet' scttings as listed in Table 3-7 are such that in all operations, nor-
mal and abnormal, the safct, limits indicated in the re.:ctor design bases will not be
exceeded.

Table 3.7 ATUR Triga Safety Settings

Parameter

Maimmum steady-state
power level

Maximum measured
fuel temperature

Response ATUTR

Safety Setting Function

250 kW (t) Reactor scram

5C0 C Reactor scram
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AdminLtr:t1i-e •,oitrots are imposed to limit the excess reactivity, transient
cofd'tions a,:d coolant water temperature to insure that the safety limits arc not
exceeded asiollows:

a. Maximum core excess reactivity of 215 %ASkS with a shutdown margin of
at least 02 %Ak/k with the Most reactive control rrd fully withdrawn.

.b. Maximum reactivity, insertion for pulsing operations of 1. 'Ak/ Lk. (Also
limited by mechanical stop in place during pulsing operations.)

c. Core inlet water temperature of 50 C.

These safety settings are conservative in the sese tnat adherence to them
%ill rc.jlt in fuel and cladding temperatures ue~z below the safe, lKmits indicated in
the ,eactor design bases. Thus, the safety settins indicated here give a margin of
additional ,,afety above that absoluteI) required for safe operation of the reactor.

b. Please give qvantitative analysis, showing relation of temperature at
the thermocouple in the scram circuit to the peak fuel temperature in
the core. Discuss procedures for ensuring that no fuel temperature
reaches 500 C, for both pulse and steady state operation.

Will be addressed later.

c. Second paragraph of Section 3.5; Isn't there a scram on both tempera-
ture and power? If so. suggested wording might be: "... and if either
250 kW or 500 C is exceeded, the reactor vill scram."

Please see revised section 3.5 given in 8.a.

d. Please summarize in Section 3.5 the quantitative margins between
these set-limits and the values of the corresponding parameters when
you consider the hazards to be 'significant," and discuss the bases.

Please see revised section 3.5 given in 8.a.
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9. Section 4.1;

a. Table 4.i; Are the set points scrams, interlocks, or some other action

Table 4-1 will be changed as follows. The set point on the wide range
log power channel is an interlock. The set points on the percent
power channel #1 and #2 are scrams.

Table 4-i Operating Ranges and Set Points for Neutron Channels

Channel

Wide range
log power

Muhirange
linear power

Percent Power
#1

Percent power
#2

Dctcctcr

Fission

Fission
(same as above)

Range bet points

< source level to 250 kW

source level to 250 kW

Ion

Ion

1% to 110%

1%to 110%

2 cps
Interlock

none

100%
05 kw)
cram

100%
S25o kW)

cram

b. Table 4.1 and Section 4.2.3

Power level set points should not exceed the licensed power level of
the reactor. Either change the percent power set points to "100% or
less' or increase the licensed pcwer level to 275 kW(t). If power level
is increased, please analyze the increascd power level in the SAR.

The scram set points on the percent power channels will be changed
to 100 % (250 kW). This will be done in Table 4-1, section 4.2.3, and
section 4.4. Section 4.4 will be revised as given below.

4.4. REACTOR SAFETY SYSTEM

The reactor safety system prevents reactor conditions from deviating beyond
safe limits and mitigates the consequence.% if the safe limits are exceeded. A reactor

I-
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protective acti-n internup.s magnet current to the safety-shim and regulating rods
and releases air pressure to the safet-transient rod resulting in the immediate-inser-
tion of all rods. All scram conditions are indicated automatically by the annun-
ciators located in the control console. Appropriate checks, test, and calibrations
are provided to verify the operability and satisfactory performance of the scram
functions. The- following conditions viI result in the immediate insertion of all rods.
These represent the minimum safety channels required for operation.

1. Power on one of the two percent power (safety) channel exceeds 100% of
the full power (250 kW) during steady state operation.

2. Peak power or energ on one percent power channel -=ceeds 100% of
peak power during pulsing operation.

3. 1 ligh voltage power supply to the fission ot ion chambers is le 90%
of the normal operating vcitage.

4. Fuel temperature measured by one of the two thermocouples is greater
than 500 C during steady state or pulsing operation.

5. Loss of magnet current..

o. Loss of console power.

7. Manual scram.

S. External scram (not required for operation).
9. Minimum Period (not required for operation. available for use as

desired).

The following conditiuns cause an alarm which is visuall% and aurall% annun-
,iated at the console. Manual scram may be initimed if necessary.

1. Bulk pool temperature above 50 C.

2. Pool level not within 1.0 ft of normal operating level.

3. Prir-mary pump presbure less than 90% of normal operating pressure which
initiates pump trip.

4. High radiation level (see section 10).

The sentence " The reactor may be operated at power levels not to ex-
ceed 275 kW during short periods for test or calibration. "will be
removed from page 2-4 orTechnical Specifications. Table on page 3-
6 of the Technical specifications will be corrected as given below.
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I

Safety Channel
Number

Operable Function
Effective Mode

?'.eady-State Pulse
Scram on

1. Ma;iual Scram Bar

2. Fuel Temperature

3. Peri:nt Vower Level

4. Percent Power Level

(Peak Pulse Power)

5. High Voltage

6. Magnet Current

I Scram on
operator demand

2 Scram at 500 C

2 Scram at 10090c
of fall power

I Scram at 100%
of peak power

I Scram on
loss of

1 Scram on
loss of

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

c. Control console, Please provide information on typ:. model number,
year of initial operation and history of use, including any modifica-
tions. improvements, and refurbishments.

This a typical desk type console (T91634, drawing number EL0349)
which was used by GA at their 250 kW reactor facility. After refur-
bishments by GA the cot.sole was shipped to ATU in 1991. Currently
the console is stored at ATU. Tne console and control systems will
be installed and tested by GA before releasing to ATU.

d. Page 4-2, first paragraph; If water temperatures are read through a
selector switch, please explain how the "core inlet coolant water
temperature below 50 C" is ensured at all time.s.

Bulk pool temperature probe is connected directly to the alarm cir-
cuit. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 %ill be modified to show this.
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10. Section 4.2;

a. Discuss whether the reactor period signal from the Wide Range Log
Power Channel is used to provide a reactor scram signal.

Reactor period-is also derived from the log power channel and is
used to provide a non-required reactor scram signal. This period
scram circuit may be bypassed as set forth in SOP's

b. Section 4.23; It is stated that the two safety channels are completely
independent. Do they operate from independent high vol:age (ion-
collecting voltage) supplies? Please discuss.

Yes, the high voltage to the two ion chambers providing signals to the
two percent power channels comes from the left and right hand
drawers. The scram signals come from these two independent chan-
nels. Therefore, the two safely channels are completely independent.

c. Section 4.2.5; Two temperature scram channe!s are discussed. Please
discuss how both are correlated to the peak fuel temperature in the
core. How are power density and fuel temperature distributions
within individual fuel rods. includ;ng tne instrumented elements, ac-
counted for between pulse conditions and steady state ronditions? By
what crite,ia do you determine which of the two temperatr're channels
is the Technical Specification LSSS?

Will be addressed later.
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11. Section4.3;

a. Are all of the control/safety rods scramable?

Yes, all control/safety rods are scramable.

b. Please discuss the use of the percent power channel in Transient
Mode. How is lineaity ensured, and how is the channel calibrated?

In the Transient mode only the-percent power channel in the right
hand drawer (#2) is used. It provides signals ror the peak power
(nv) and the integrated power (nvt) circuits. In addition a scram sig-
nal is generated at the Peak power or energy during pulsing. The %
power linear amplifier (ELC 266-2120, GA) provides a 10 V output
for detector currents between Ile A and 10'A Awith 112% accuracy.
Test and calibration signals provided at the console ensure, the
operability or the channel. An external calibrated current source is
used to substitute the detector current signal to perform an absolute
current calibration.

12. Section 4.4:

a. Last paragraph; Reference is made to pump pressure less than 90%.
What pump? Please describe.

The pump referred to is the one in the primary system (figure 5.1).
The sentence will be changed as follows.

3. "-imar) pump pressure less than 90% of normal operating pressure which
initiates pump trip.

b. Please provide the basis for the alarms listed in this section.

1. Bulk pool temperature above 50 C. The temperature rise of the
coolant through the core is roughly 30 C at 250 kW. Assuming the
core inlet temperature to be the same as the bulk pool temperature
uf SO C the outlet temperature would be 80 C. This provides a mar-
gin of 33 C (saturation temperature of water at 23.4 psin is 113 C) to
prevent film boiling. (Tech Spec. LCO 3.3.1.a)
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2. Pool level not within 0.5 ft (to be changed ao 10 (1) of normal
operating level. This alarm signals any water leak into or out of the
reactor tank. This is also an indirect indication of leak into or out of
ihe primary system. (Tech Spec. LCO 3.3.1.d.). This requirement
would also ensure Terh Spec. LCO 3.3.1.c is satisfied.

I;I

3. Primery pump pressure less than 90% of the operating pressure
which initiates a pump trip. This would indicate a break inthe
primary loop and the pump will shut down to minimize effects of the
leak and damage to the pump.

I;

4. High Radiation level. The alarm, when the radiation level is above
normal levels, would warn operating personnel to radiation hazards.
Steps would be initiated to minimize personnel exposure and radioac-
tivitv release.

13. Chapter 4, references; It L not indicated in the text where the various
references apply. Please address this comment.

These are general references that provided the information for this
chapter.

14. Chapter 5:

a. Section 5; Does the statement about the cooling system being "above
grade" mean that all parts of it are at an elevation higher than the su:-
face of the water in the reactor tank? Please discuss.

The water cooling and purification systems are located on the south
wall of the reactor room above the level of the reactor pool.

b. Section 5.1: You have N- 16 produced by a (n43) reaction instead of
(n~p). Please correct.

Will be corrected.
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4.

c. Section 5.1, page 5-3; Is the 1 psi pressure. differential ir.dependen: of
operation of the primary coolant system pump? Please disciss, includ-
ing radiological implications in the evelit of a water leak between
primary and secondary systems within the heat exchanger,

The I psi pressure differential applies only when the primary coolant
pump is operating. The heat exrhanger and cooling system is
designed to produce a I psi differential between primary and secon-
dary systems. The secondary system is a closed system and so any
such leakage would be contained wiithin the facility-and that periodic
checks (monthly) will be nade of the secondary water to insure that
there are no leaks.

d. Section 5.3; How is back flow from the pool to the city water system
prevented under all possible water pressure conditions? What precau-
tions are taken to assure no primary or secondary water enter the city
or campus water supply?

The pool is located below grade. The primary arg::" the secondary sys-
tems are isolated from the city water system. There are no pipes con-
nected directly to the city water system from either the primary or
the secondary systems. Make up water is added to the primary sys-
tem by a flexible hose which is disconnected when it is not in use.
NMake up water for the chilled water system is taken from a small
reservoir which is isolated from the city water system. This reservoir
is replenished as needed manually. Check valves may be installed
wherever a backflow is possible.

e. An inadvertent leaking of the pool water down to the siphon break
would result in about 950 gallons lost. Assuming this water contains
the maximnum calculated radio-nuclide level resulting from prolonged
operation at the maximum licensed power level:

(I) What precautions, if any, are taken to ensure this water is not
released to the unrestricted area? Assess rad'ological conse-
quences to restricted area personnel.

(2) If this water is allowed to enter the unrestricted area (sewer or
storm drain or etc.), assess the potential dose consequences to
personnel in the unrestricted area.

The potential for ;oss of reactor cooling water to an unrestricted
area is minimal. The reactor pool is located at the lowest elevation
in the reactor room and thus any leakage from the cooling/purifica-
lion system will tend to drain back into the pool. There are no floor'
drains leading to an unrestricted area (ie. sewer or storm drain) in
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the reacttr room. Due tothe high purity of the-coolant water,-the
levels of radionuclides in tbe pool water, even after extended opera.
tions at full -power.would be rather low. There is no conceivable
pathway for-water leaking from the reactor pool or cooling system to
enter a drinking water sýystem prior to massive dilution in~the Arkan-
sas river

f. How often is the radio-nuclide level ir the primary coolant system
(PCS) checked and compared with 10.CFR Part 20 allowable con-
centzation for release to the environment? What is the maximum al-
lowed electrical conductivity level in the PCS?

Radionuclide concentrations in the primary coolant system are
checked each day of reactor operation as a means of detecting water
impurities and/or fuel element leakage. Pool water conductivity 'vill
also be measured each day of operation and the upper limit of
5 micromnhos/cm should be sufficient to maintain low concentrations
of radionuclides in the pool water.

g. How is the pool water level determined?

The pool level is determined using a float meter. The float generates
indication for the water ievel in the pool for -t- 1.0 m of the normal
operating level. Alarms are also generated if the water level is 1.0 ft
above or below the normal operating level.
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15. Chapter 6;

a. Figure 6.1; Please show and define the "restricted area" as defined in
10 CFR.Part 20, and the "reactor facility" to wh;:h the reactor operat-
ing license will apply.

Restricted area as defined in 10 CFR Part 20, (Any area access to
which is controlled by the licensee for purposes of protection at in-

dividuals from exposure to radiation and radioactive materials.), is
the "Reactor-Building "shown-in Figure 6-1 of the SAR. The reactor
facility to which the reactor operating licence will apply is also the
same as-the "Reactor Building".

b. Section 6.2.2, Fuel storage; Discuss Kcrx for fuel storage pits contai: ,-
ing 19 elements. both dry and water flooded. How does one trarnsfer
the fuel from the reactor; discuss proce-dures.

The live fuel storage pits are similar in dimensions and configura-
tien to the storage pits at SNRS, McClellan Air Force Base. Analysis
at the SNRS facility of the storage pits shows that the largest keff for
pit containing 19 fuel elements is approximately 0.75 fully flooded
and 0.45 when dry when all five pits are fully loaded. The spacing be-
tween storage pits is sufficient to stop any.neutrons escaping froen
one pit from entering another and thus kenr will be the same for each
pit regardless of whether the other pits contain fuel or not.

Procedures will be developed for transfer of fuel Irom the reactor to
these storage pits which will address safegy both of the personnel per-
forming the transfer and or the fuel. Movement of fuel elements to
and from these pits will utilize the element handling tool. Only un-ir-
radiated fuel will be stored in the pits in a dry state.

c. Section 6.2.3, Ventilation system; please discuss:

(1) Fail-safety features in case of loss of electricity.

(2) Normal configuration; whei : is the fresh air intake rI•-.uve to
exit from the exhaust stack)

(3) Au.omatic features causing dampers to close and isolation to be

achieved. What functions are changed by monitor response?

(4) Are "scaled doors" anJ vwidows closed during operation?

(5) Discuss the actions. automatic and other wise. of the ventilation
sy.stem in the event discussed in Section 7.3 of the SAR.
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-6) Must air from the Control Room and Room 3 enter the Reac-
tor Room to be exbausted? What is the pressure difference be-
tween the Reactor Room and the rest of thebuilding?

(7) What is the air flow path in the Control Room 3, and the Reac-
tor Room? Is there any time when reactor room-air is forced or
circulate into any other room in the reactor building?

(8) Under what circumstances is air routed through the HEPA fil-
ter? Is switch over to the HEPA system" automatic?

(91 Do all facility fans shutdown upon Reactor Room isolation?

Section 6.2.3 will be revised addressing these questions as given
below.

6.2.3 VntilatinxLy5=

The ventilation system is designed to supply fresh, conditioned air to the
control and reactor rooms; to remove normal release of radioactive gaseous ef-
flucntsr, to filLer effluents through a high efficiency filter when necessary; and to
isolate the reactor room in the event of abnormal levels of radioactive material.

The ventilation system for the reactor building consists if two parts. The first
part is standard IJVA C equipment utilizing bnth fresh and re-circulated air for all
areds of the building except for the control and reactor rooms. The second part of
the .,,)stem branches from the primary system to suppl) fresh air to the control and
reactor rooms. A common cooling and heating plant conditions air for the entire
building. Supply ducts extend from the utility,'storage and furnace rooms (rooms 5A
and 5 in figure 6-1) around the outer rooms of the building ending in the control
room With a single duct extending into the reactor room. These drcts will be set to
supply approximatel. 150 cfm of conditioned air to the control room and ap-
proximately 500 cfm to the reactor room. A separate duct system extending from
the control room to the reactor room w ill allo%% the lower air pressure in the reactor
room to draw air from the control room. Recirculation ducts take air from all areas
of the building other than the coritrol and reactor ro,)ms. No recirculation ducting
extends into the control or reactor room.

An exhaust fan is mounted at roughly the center of the south wall of the
reactor room approximately 7 m from ground level. This fan exhaust approximately
850 cfm of air from the reactor room to the outside. If condition!, warrant, such as
high levels of radioactive particulates in the reactor room air, this air can be routed,
by .-..nual controls, through a HEPA filter located in the duct work leading to the
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- .... , . ..-

exhaust fan. Each of the ducts leading into (air supply) or out of (exhaust fan) the
reactor room contain a remote control damper which %ill automatically close upon
the following-coinditions:

1 Loss of electrical power to taie ventilation system.
2. Loss of power to exhaust fan.
3. Alarm on exhaust particulate radiation monitor
4. High level alarm on exhaust Ar-41 monitor
5. Actuation of isolation system by reactor operator

The building ventilaiion system will be required to supply roughly 850.cfm of
make-up air from outside the facility. The fresh air intake that supplies this air is
located in the south wall of the utility;'supply room (room 5A) and thus at :he south-
%est corner of the reactor building at approximately ground level. Due to the large
dilutions expected, even in the lee of the building, the separation beteen the reac-
tor room exhaust and building fresh air intake should be sufficient to prevent any
significant rccrculation of exhausted reactor room air through the rest of the build-
ing.

The operation of the air supply and exhaust systems will result in a negative
pressure differential between the ruactor room and both the building exterior and
other portions of thc. reactor building. This negative pressure differential will per-
sist, although at a lu\%er magnitude, in the event that interior doors, such as betu een
the wontrol room and reactor room, are left open. Normal opeating procedure will
call fu! both doors into the control room to remain closed except for personnel
postage. The roll-up door at the west end of the reactor building is too large for the
%entilation system to maintain negative pressure if it is fully open. Procedures will
be developed tco restrict the use of this door during reactor operation. The remote
dampers mentioned prciously %ill also be able to be controlled manually from a
panel in the control room which will also include readouts from the monitoring
system. In addition, a similar control panel wil! be installed in the Emergency Sup-
port Center described in the facility Emergency Plan.

Control of exhaust air from the pneumatic transfer system will be ac-
complished bI) ducting burrounding the PTS piping and the reccivcrsender station in
Lab 3. This dutting will be connected to a small blower located in, and exhausting
to. the reactor room so that all air, both from operation and leakage, from the PIS
system will alsu exhaust the building through the reactor room exhaust fan and
monitors.
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d. Section 6.2.4, Discuss the Ar-41 monitor in more detail. Where is it
located, how is it calibrated, and what functions does it perform?. Jus-
tify not listing it in the Technical Specifications.

The Ar-41 monitor is based on a Nal detector. Air from the roof
stack is routed through a sampling chamber.which houses the Nal
detector. The readout will be displayed in the control room. The
calibration is performed using standard calibrated Ar4I source an-
nually. The system will display Ar4I radiation levels in the reactor
room air as well as provide alarms when preset levels are exceeded.

The following will be included in the Technical specifications 3.33.

c. A continuous Ar-41 monitor (Nal) shall be operable with readout and
audible alarm.

The reference to the Ar-41 monitor in this section will be removed.
Since the exhaust fan will be shutdown on loss of electricity, there
will be no need for an Ar-4l monitor. The first sentence in para-
graph 2 will be corrected as given below.

Po%%er front a battery system ,ill supply the intrusion alarm and radiation
monitors (area monitor, particulate monitor) under emergencq conditions for about
15 hours.

e. Section 6.3.1; Radioactive Waste
(1) Describe your planned facilities to collect and store liquid

radioactive waste pending release. Discuss which waste drains
lead to installed storage facilities, and how inadvertent or uncon-
trolled release of radioactive liquid to the public sanitary sewer
system is prevented.

There are no drains from the reactor room and the control room.
Drains from the toilet, utility, furnace, and storage rooms (4, 5, SA of
Figure 6-1) are connected to the sewer system. Storage or handling
of the radioactive material in these will be prevented through ad-
ministrative controls. There are two sinks in room 2. A regular sink
drains to the sewer system. Disposal of hot waste into this sink will
be prevented through administrative controls. The second sink is for
hot waste. A catch basin under this sink provides storage for the hot
waste until it is poured manually into the waste storage tanks in
room 3. In room 3 there is a sink for hot waste which drains into two
30 gallon polyethylene storage tanks. The drains on these tanks are
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secured with locked ball alvesm Water.level in the storage tanks will
be checked at least monthly or more, frequtly as needed. Samples
,ill be drawn from this tank'for analysis. The liquid wrase will be
disposed off icto se.er drains only if approved In- and under the sm-
per'ision of hulth physics person..!.-The showvr in room 3 is a port-
able shower with a catch-basin and is completely slf-contained;

(2) Discuss plans and prcoided equipment to assess radioactive con-
tent of liquids before release. What are the criteria to be used
in determining ifa release will comply with applicable regula-
tions?

SampCS fronW the %aste holding containers- ,ill be analyzed for
radioactivity by health physics personnl. Samples.sill be analyzed
for isotopic contentaby gamwa ray spectroscopy using a soiid state
detector and will also be ,-oaIalyzcd for gross beta activity. The waste
will be disposed off according to criteria specilied in 10 CFR part 20
or as appropriate.

(3) In accordance with the Nu "-ir Waste Policy Act of 1982, do
you have a written agrcemcnrt with DOE that they will accept all
used fuel for reprocessing or other disposition?

Will be addressed separately.

f. Section e.3. Counting Laboratorry Pleasc describe and discuss the
disposition of air-borne and liquid radioactive materials used in this
Laboratory including potential effiacnts to the unrestricted environ-
mcat.

An exhaust duct surrounds the PTS receiver/sendcr (in roomn3) and
tubes and all gaseous products are thus vented to the reactor room.
The exhaust stack monitor warns if comataminated emuents are
released to the unrestricted environmenL Air-borne and liquid
radioacti,4 samples will be in closed containers 4 hile in the counting
laboratory. After counting the samples will be dispo.sd of in accord-
ance with approved disposal procedures. Samples will be handled in
an air hood which will be vented into the reactor room. (See also
answer to 15.e.l)

g. Section 6.4.1, Argon;

Section 6.4 of the SAR will be revised as shown in Attachment #1.
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(1) Please give the projected annual dose-to the most highly ex-
posed individual in the unrestricted area from all sources of-Ar-
41. Describe the actual location and elevation of the eihaust
stack and provide a quantitative estin,.ve of theý factor by-Which
projected doses are over-estimated. JLstify the arguments.

The e''-ust stack is located in the middle of the reactor, building at
roof level afid at an elevation of 7. m above ground leel (please see
15.c). The newly added section 6.4.3 of the SAR (Attachment #11) ad-
dresses this question.

(2) Please give the projected annual dose at the site of the nearest
permanent residence and the ncarest temporary residence (dor-
mitories. e.g.) in the unrestricted area-Show methods and
derails in going from reactor room concentration to annual
doses. Provide an estimate of the factor by which the projected
doses are over-estimated, and justiNt it.

Please see the newly added section 6.4.3 of the SAR (Attachment #1).

(3) Please state the assumptions that entered into your calculations
of releases from experimental facilities. What are tt'e ex-
perimental facility exhaust paths?

Please see the revised - ..-ion 6.4.1.2 of the SAR (Attachment #1).

The exhaust path for the central thimble is through the top of the
tube. For 'he rotaryspecimen rack the exhaust path is through the
drive shalt tube and the specimen loading tube. For the pneumatic
transfer system the exhaust path is through the receiverlsender sec-
tion and the blower exhaust. For the pneumatic-system the exhaust
occurs mainly during its operation for small durations.

(4) At the bottom of page 6-13 it is mentioned that air from ex-
perimental facilities may be filtered.- "to further reduce Argon-
4! activities." -Please discuss the plans. including methods and
equipment.

This statement, "Air from experimental facilities may be filtered if
necessary to further reduce the argon4l concentration levels." is
wTong and is removed from the SAR. Please see the revised section
6.4.1.2 of the SAR (Attachment #1).

(5) Please give the maximum projected annual close to reactor
operations personnel in the restricted area.
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Please see section-6.4-3 of the SAR (Attickhmeat #1).

(6) Pleasejustify your factor of 25 reduction in the Ar-41 level at
the bottom of page-6-13.

Please see section 6.4.3 of the SAR. (AttachAeOt#1).

(7) Discuss the operating principles of the pneumatic transport sys-
tern, including tbe formation and release of Ar-41 in neutron-r-
radiated air.

The pneumatic transfer system is discussed in section 3.26.21 For-
nation and release of argon-4i in neutron irradiated air from all
facilities, including the pneumatic transfer system is discussed in sec-
tion 6.4.12- Agon4 produced in PTS is caried into room 3 AIhen
the system is operated. The air from the pneumatic transfer system
is exhausted through the exhaust stack in the reactor room.

(8) It is understood that the University of Texas is revising the
material of your reference number 1. Please update your sub-
mittal as ncce~ssry.

This revision is already incorporated into the ATU SAR.

h. Section 6.4.2 Nitrogen-16; Please discuss the expected dilution factor
of nitrogen-16 by the diffuser system at the ATU facility. Provide the
bases.

Please see revised section 6.4.2 %ith new values for the reactor room
volume and average flux.

Without the diffuser the transit tinie from the core to the poolsur-
race is 109.5 s. In this time the nitrogen-16 decays by a factor of
3.6 x 10"s. The discharge from the diffuser is 9464 cm3ls (150 gpm).
This flow •il. spread the cenvective column of nitrogen-16 bearing
water from the core into the cross sectional area (72966 cm2) of the
pool. The discharge from the core is about 2205 cmils. If 'e assume
that this core discharge (neglecting any other the effect of the dif.
fustr discharge on the vertical flow rate) is spread into only 1% of
the pool cross sectional area and then rises up through this cross sec-
tion, the effective upward ivelocity would be approximately 3.02 cmls
(2205 cm3Is + 729.7 cm2). The trdnsit time for the water to reach
the surface of the pool is 212 s (640 + 3.02 cmls). in this time the
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nitrogen-16 decays by a factor of 2.5 x 10". This estimate.shows
that the diffuser reduces tht. uitr.g -16 coecemtration by abont 4 or-
ders of magnitude.

i Section 6.4A2 page 6-15, paragraph 1: It is stated that waterof conduc-
tivitV = 2 micronihos-affects nitrogen-16 chemical reactions in certain
ways. WiVl yourTechnical Specifications require this conductivity
during operations? If not, what is the effect on the assumptions in this
section of the SARof the projected conductivity?

If the water conductisity.is approximately 2 p mbos most of the
nitrogen-!6 formed wrill combine with oxp. and hdrogen atoms of
the water. The ones that combine in aniom form. w-hich makes up al;
most half of ions, .il remain in water and will not be released. This
factor %ill further reduce the nitrogen-]16 coacentration released'into
the reactor room. To obtain conservative estimates this factor is not
oaken into account in the calculations. The reduction in the con-
centration from the decay oi.he nitrogn-16 during transport to the
surface is more significant. Since the dose rates resulting from the
nitrogen-16 without taking into account the above conductivity effect
is low enough. the Technical specifications does not require this con.
ductivity during operations. However, low values of conductivity
should be used if possible to meet ALARA requirements. if the con-
ductivity effect is included the resulting dose rate from nitrogex.-16
would be reduced by at least a factor of two.

j. Section 6.42, last paragraph; Please justify why a thin disk on the pool
surface is an adequate representation of the nitrogen-16 distribution
in the pool water, and give a more quantitative discussion of the last
sentence, about transport times and "substantial' dosc tcductions.

it wAs assumed that the pool water containing the-nitrogen-16 moved
to the surface from the core region with a velocity of 5.85 cm/s and
then spread into a thin disk. Assuming a radius of 125 cm rer this
disk the thickntss is obtained as 0.97 cm
(2205 cr 3/s x 21.36 s + 49087 c.nb). The dose rate due to this thin
disk at the pool surface was obtained as 670 prad/hr (6.20). Larger
values for the thickness of the disk %ll increase the dose rate since
E.(uh) in equation 620 will become smaller. However, the decay of
nitrogen-16 during the formation of a larger thickness disk will
reduce the average concentration of nitrogen-16, N (given by 6.16), in
the water. For the scenario described in 15.h, the flow velovity is
3.02 cm/s, the disk thickness is 1.86 cm and the dose rate at tCe pool
surface reduces to 493 prad/hr due to the combined effect. In addi-
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lion. as shown in 15A. the decay of nitrogen-16 during the transit aill
be more significant. The effect of a larger disk would not be sig-
nificant.

For thesmenario described in I5.h, Wihen all the above factors are
taken into account the dose rate dueto nitrogen-16 inmtheieactor
room air (6.19) reduces to 1.6 x 10"11 rad/hr and the dose rate at the
pool surface (620) reduces to 3.4 x 104 uradlhr. Another -ay to
look at this is given below. The tansport time of MS s was in the
SAR. A 50% increase in the transport time %ill reduce the dose rate
due to nitrogen-16 in the reactor room air (6.19) to 1.7 x 10"9 falhr
and the dose rate at the pool surface (620) to 3.4A irad/hr. both less
than I ,c.
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16. Chapter 7;

a. Section 7.1.1; The discussion of Safety, Limits gives certain values for
stainless steel rupture pressures. When you are reasonably certain of
which fuel you %i1l be using, please-address what effect the history of
the ATU fuel %ill have on such nominal parameters. and on the Safety
limits-for the proposed ATU fuel.

The fuel tobe used for the initial core loadingq il censist of ele-
ments having burnups ranging from a fraction olfa MW-dav to
roughly4 MW.davs. Due to the relativey low neutro. fhuence klees
and temperatures experienced in TRIGA reactors, the efficts of this
prior exposure on the foet cladding oill be minimal. Therefore. it is
assumed tha! the rupture pressures quo!ted ror TRIGA fuel cladding
%ill sill be applicable for the fuel to be. used in the ATUTR.

b. Section 7.12: Please provide the references for the equations and the
calculat'onal approach used to compute Ph. Pfp. Pair.

The reference for ph is 3 in this chapter. GA-8129

The equa'ion for Pfp is ideal gas law, prp = nRTK/V, where R is the
molar or universal gas constant. The number or moles of fission
product gases. n, is given by f(nfE)E. The value For f is obtained
from reference 4 (in the SAR), nWE = 0.00119 moles IMW-day is ob-
tained from reference 5. and E was assumed to be three times the
burnup for a standard TRIGA fuel element, viz 4.5 MW-days/ele-
ment. The free volume occupied by gases is given by equation 7.9b

The equation for Pair is the ideal gas law, Pair = RTK/Vm,, where the
molar volume of an ideal gas (air) at STP, Vm is equal to
22.4 liters/nole

c. Scction 7.1.2 page 7-4; Please justify the statements made in the last
two complete sentences oa this page. Give primary references.

Toial number of fissions required for I MW-day of energy genera-
tion is 2.7 x 101. About 27 atoms of fission product gases %ill be
produced per 100 atoms fissioned ( W.B. Lcmis, Nucl. Appl, 2, 171
(1966)]. This translates to 0.729 x 10t2 fission product gas Mtoms

per MW-day or 0.00121 moles per MW-day. The value used in 'he
SAR is within 2% of the above number.
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d. Section 7.1*-, page 7-5; Please relate the assumed burn-up of "stand-
ard TRIGA fuel" to the history of the-projected ATU fuel.

The burnup used for this calculation is a conservatihely high value
that will )ield a consen-ative, estimate for the pressure exerted by fis-
sion product gases. Thie maximum bursup that can be obtained
from a standard TRIGA fuel is about 4.5 MW.da)lseememL rhree
times this value is used in the calculation. The resulting fission
product pressure will be, higher than that will be present in any fuel
element that can be used in this reactor.

e. Section 7.11 page 7-5. next to last paragraph: Please cross reference
the Technical Specification implementation of the not-immersed-fuel
Safetv Limit. Please discuss the Safet, Limits of not-immersed fuel in
ternms of the pressure vs temperature diagram.

The temperatures 950 C and 920 C are for not-immersed fuel. The
clad and fuel are aswumed to be at the same temperature. The Tech-
nical Specification in 2.1 is changed to -The maximum temperature
in a standard TRIGA ruel element shall not exceed 920 C when not
immersed in water and I 150C when immersed in %nter."

TRIGA fuel with lltZr equal to at least 1.65 has been pulsed to
temperatures of 1150 C without damage to the clad. [Reference: Dee
J.B.. et. al, "Annular Core Pulse Reactor," General DyMamims,
General Atomic Division Report GACD 6977 (supplement '1), 1966.1
ThW: peak adiabatic fuel temperature of ION C is possiblesince eCn
at these temperatures the clad temperature is well below -40 C IRef-
erence: "Safety Analysis Report, TRIGA Reactor Facility, Nuclear
Engineering Teacting Laboratory, The University of Texas At Aus-
tin". November 1964.1 At 500 C the ultimate 3trength of the dad is
about 60000 psi (Figure 7-1) and at 1000 C the stress on the dad is
about 46000 psi (equation 7.12). Therefore. the clad will not be rup-
tured at these temperatures. Calculations iu the above reference
also shows that peak fuel temperatures of 1250 C is possible as long
as the clad temperate re remains below 500 C.

f. Section 7.1.) page 7-5. last paragraph: Please justify the values given
for fuel temperatures for %Akt/k - 2.25%. Give primary references.

The value ror the average fuel temperature is obtained from equation
7.5 and the peak fuel temperature is obtained from equation 7.7.
The procedures aie described on page 7-3. A pulse of $1.98 at
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Alichigan State University TRIGA reactor on January 26,1964
resulted in a fuel temperaturt ol2% C as sborn. by the fuel tempera.
ture meter.

g. Section 7.2. page 7-7;

(1) Discus the uncertainties in the-results plotted in figure 7-2.

Will be addressed separately.

(2) Address whether the calculations are directly applicable to the
proposed ATU fuel. For example, are the internal gap situa-
tions the same?

The ATU fuel is expected to be a standard non-gapped Triga fuel
%ith 8.5 3t % Uranium. ilydrogpn-to-Zirconium ratio or 1.65. and
the clad is 0.0Z in thick Stainless Steel 304. The Grid plates are
standard grid plates designed by GA. Fuel and channel dimensions
used are all t~pical v;alues. We expect all calculations to be directly
applicable. More information about the fuel (expected to be
Berkeley fuel) will be given separately.

(3) Justi'v the statements and values given in the last two sentences
of paragraph 1.

The last three statements are replaced %ith the following.

The values shown in F-igure 7-2 are generated with the assumption that the
core and its -urroundings arc at a temperature of 27 C when the core is uncovered.
If the postulated coolant loss were to occur during reactor operations. the fuel may
initially be at a higher temperature than 27 C. and so the results of the figure would
not be as accurate. However, due to the design of the ATLTR, there is nn credible
process that would lead to loss of the pool water and uncovering of the core that
would nut take scveral minutes for the water to exit the pool. Since the reactor
would be scrammed upon discovery of such a leak (following the low pool level
alarml). then the fuel %%ould cool in water for these c%,ceral minutes prior to uncover-
ing, thus allouing the fuel temperature to drop considerably from operating
temperatures.

The following is added at the end of the first paragraph of Section
7.2.1.
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If the full temperature difference between maximum operting temperature
and that. used to generate Figure 7-2 is assumed to be added to that predicted, the
predicted temperature would only incrcabe to 521 C. Referring to Figure 7-1. it can
be seen that this temperature is still well below that requircd to cause-clad rupture.

(4) On page 7-7. that peaking factor is 2. On page 7-3. Section
7.21. the peaking factor is 3.1. Explain the difference.

The overall core power peaking factor in the reactor is 2 (radial 1.6,
axial 1.25). This value is used to obtain the maximum power density
in an element at full power. This number is multiplied with 1.1 to
take into account any uncertainties to obtain 2.- The number 3.1 is
obtained by mcftiplying 2.2 with the element peaking factor of 1.4.
During a puise the maximum temperature occurs at the periphery of
the fuel. This number 3.1 %ill yield the absolute peak temperature in
any element during the pulse and is a pulse peaking factor.

h. Section 7.22. page 7-9. paragraph I: Compare the thickness and
material of the ATU reactor building roof lith the assumed "thick con-
crete." Give a reasonable estimate of the factor by which.the assump-
tion over-computes the likely dose rate due to scattered radiation.

The dose in the reactor room due It scattered radiation %as calcu-
lated assuming a thick concrete rrof. The roof of !he reactor room is
composed of 5/8" sheet of gypsum board. 6" of insulation, 31.4 sheet
or pt%)oo0d, and 24 gare steel sheet with I mill of zinc coating.
Neglecting the insulation the average density of the I.4 "(3.556 cm)
thick rocf material is about 0.15 g(cmW. The attenuation coefficient
ror gypsum and plyoood is approximated io that for concrete and
water respectively. The combined linear attenuation coefficient is
about 0.042 cm" for I NeV and about 0.222 cm"t for the 0.2 MeV
(scattered) photons. For a thick vs actual roofp.pe, and it are tht
only parameters that change in equatioas 7.17 and 7.18 in the SAR.

The quantity 0 is equal to 4.9 for a concrete roof

P0+/181cosOI

and is equal to 2.25 for the actual roof. Thus the factor by which the
thick-concrete roof assumption over-computes the dose rate is at
least 2.

i. Section 7.2.21 page 7-9, paragraph 2; Give reasonable estimates of the
"optimistic and "conservative" factors, and then lumped together, the
net effect on the calculated dose ratfzs. Discii.s.
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The equation 7.23 in the SAR for the solid anxie will be replaced with
the f1lowingi from "Measurement and Detection of Radiation by
Tsoulfanidis'. This is more appropriate for a Disk soerce of radius
Rs parallel to a circular aperture of Radius Rd and located at a dis-
tance d.

. - •(t+ [) 4 C-mL)p-+r

6 w = -+W-))

where

d Rd

where Rs is equal to the core radius (22.8 cm. same as re to be cor-
rectet. in SAR), Rd is equal to the pool radius (150 cmt), and 4 is
equal to the distance from the core to the top of the pWoo (640 cm).
With these corrertions the data in Table 7.1 given in the SAR will
change as given in the following corrected Table 7-1. This gives
radiation dose rates from fission product decay gammas only.

The radiation resulting from the activation or the aluminum (6061)
top and bottom grid plates, the reflector and Rtary, specimen rack
assembly and the steel (SS 304) in top end pieces and the steel dad
or the fuel element and the steel in the Rotay specimen rack were
calculated. Flux values for TRiGA Mark I from GA4361 and data
from Tables for Neutron Activation Analysis by Michael D. Glas-
cock, 1988 were used along with standard activation equations. The
following Table 7-4A provides results from the calculations. which in-
cludes gamma radiation front lission product decay as well as activa-
tion of structural materials.
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Table 7-1 Radiation Dose Rates for Loss of Shield Water (Fission Product
Decay Gamma only)

Radiation (radfhr)
Direct Scattcrcd

Operation Time- 10 hr 1000 hr 10 hr 1000 hr
Deca- :ime t

I minute
10 minutes
I hour

. 1%

I week
I month

665.0
326.0

154.6

145

1.68
0-3

819.0

479.0

304.0
114.0

46.9
17.4

0241

0.118
0.0561

0.0052-5

0.00061
0.00011

0.297

0.174
0.110

0.0412

0.0170
0.0063

Table 7-IA Radiation Dose Rates for Loss of Shield Water (Fission
Product Decay and Activation of Strucural Materials)

Radiation (rad/hr)
Direct Scattered

10M hr 10 hr IWO0 hrOperation Tie--- 10 hr
Decay time I

1 minute
I0 minutes
I hour

I day
I week

I month

1570.0
3&"C.(U
155.0
14.6

1.69
0.31

1730.0
538.0

306.0
115.0
47.4
17.8

0.569
0.139

0.i0564
0.00530
0.000612

0.00011

0.626
0.195

0.111

0.01116

0.0172
00065

The top grid plate and the top end pieces of the fuel elements provide
shielding. The top grid plate is 0.75" aluminum %iill hole's for the
ruel elements. The -oluime or aluminum is about 1658 cm. The top
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i. end pieces are made ofrS-304 with an approximate volume of 2147
cm3. The effective thickness of 19.44' plate is1.966 cm. The effective
linear attenuatiu,. coefficient of the plate is about 0.34 cm*t. The
source from the fission product decay, 'he bottom grid plate, and the
steel clad gets atuenuated by" this palate. The attenuation factor is

6'x'1.9-6 = 0.51. Table 7-1B shows the dose rates when the effect of
shielding is takent into account. This Table wi9lbe a final replace,
ment for Table 7.1 in the SAR and the sentences "No accounting was
made of sources other than fission product decay gammas (i.e.. ac-
tivation gammas from the steel cladding and aluminum grid plates)
or attenuation through the fuel element end pieces and the upper
grid plate. ThL first of these assumptions is optimistic, the second
consery"itive;'t:, net effect is conservative." vill be replaced with the
following.

Soures other than fission product decay gammas (i.e., activation gammas
from :hc steeI cldding and aluminum grid plates) and attenuation through the fuel
clement end pieces and the upper grid plate %%ere taken into account in the follow-
ing calculation.

Table 7- I B Radiation Dose Rates for Loss of Shield Water (Fission Product
Decay and Activation of Strucural Materials with shielding)

D Radiation (rad/hr)
SDirect Scattered

Operation Time- 10 hr 1000 hr 10 hr 1000 hr
Decay time I

I minute 1240.0 1320.0 0.451 0.480

10 minutes 223.0 303.0 0.081 0.110
1 hour 79-5 157.0 0.0288 0.057
I day 7.55 58.9 0.00274 0.0214
1 week 0.863 24.4 0.00031 (3.0088
I month 0.157 9.2 0.00006 0.0033
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Mitr '.•VTVrs of operation and-a decay tinof 1t minute the effect
of inc .t-'m.• !,i•trnactitral activation is to increase the direct dose
rate from 819 to M44,- When shielding from the top grid plate and

-the end pieces are inclcded the doserate reducms to 1320. The net ef.
fec is an increase ,• the dose-by a fctor of 1.6. But, after a decay or
ten mio.utcs the naeffect is a decrease in dose bya factor of 1.6. ITe
latter may be more reasonable since a loss of a•ter may take more
than several minutes.

j. Section 7.2.2, page 7-12. first paragraph: This states that scattered
radiation outside the building would "not be. too high." However, the
calculations of scattered radiation do not apply directly to this loca-
tion. Please address in a quantitative manner the projected dose rate
at the nearest unrestricted area due to "loss of coolant" core radiation.

The dose rate from radiation scattered by air above the roof (7 m
high ) that reaches a point just outside the building (7.5 m) was cal-
culated using equation 7.17- in the SAR. Data for air was used in the
calculation. Altenuation of the incident radiation through the roof
material was also taken into account. The source 1.)C (photons/s) in-
cluded the gammas from fission product decay and thzr activation of
structural materials. The shielding provided by the top grid plate
and the top end pieces was als* taker, into ae-ount. Results are tabu-
lated in the folloving Table 16.j.

Table 16.j Radiation Dose Rates for Loss of Shield Water

Outside the Building

Radiation (rad/hr)

Operation Time- 10 hr 1600 hr
Decay time J,

1 minute 0.148 0.157
10 min, tess 0.0265 0.036
1 hour 0.00940 0.0187
1 day 0.000897 U.00700
I week 0.000103 0.0X)289
I mton,h 0.00(x) 19 0.00110
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k. Your analysis assumed 1.25 MW-yr burnup. What additional burnup
will e.dst on your proposed fuel at the time of-initial criticality of your
reactor? Please adjust your calculations to .aclude this additional bur-
nup.

The 1.25 MW-yr is conservatively high since the nominal maximum
burnup for a 70 element TUIGA core-would be -0.85 MW-yr
(70 X 4.5 MW-dayslelemnent = 315 MW-days).The burnup assumed
for the calculation is larger than the maximum burnup for an ele-
ment that could be used in the reactor. The larger burnup will )ield
maximum doge rates.

I. Section 7.3.1;

(1) Table 7-3 and 7-4 should oe more clearly labeled to indicate
one relates to a semi-infinite volume (assuming thp. hemisphere
referred to in step 4. page 7-15, is ot infinite radius) and one re-
lates tG a finite radius volume. Note, in step 5, page 7-15, it is
more usual practice to use the radius of a hemisphere raeher
than a sphere.

Please see the r-vised section 7.3 (Attachmen" #2).

Step 4 of 7.3.1 and Table 7.3 are deleted from the SAR. The calcula-
tion performed in step 4 was for a sphere of infinite radius. While
this assumption over estimates the dose rate, it yields a maximum
upper value. The same result could be obtained by setting r - CO in
equation 7.26. The 10 minute exposure in this case would be
15.9 mr. The result from step 4 (old step 5) represcnts the actual
situation more appropriately and this is given in the SAR. The
radius of the hemisphere rather than the radius of sphere with
volume equal to the reactor room volume is used in the updated ver-
sion.

(2) Please compare your results with results yott would obtain using
the methods of Rcgulatory Guide 1.100. as applicable to the
ATU scenario.

Please see the revised section 7.3 (Attachment #2).

(3) Step 6, page 7-15: Are you calculating ingestion or inhalation
dose here? Please discuss.
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The-inhalation dose is calculated here. Appropriate corrections are
made in the SARL

(41) Table 7-5; Your RemnCi factor for 1-135 seems to be at least an
ord.-hr of magnitude high. Please adjus, or explain.

This correction is made in Table 7-4 (old Table 7.5).

m. Section 7.3.2:

(1) Explain and discuss the rcasorns for the diffcrenrS between tho e
whole body doses of 1.9 X; 10"ý mr and 4.7 X 0" mr in one1
hour. Give a single "most likely• value, and just,, it..

These numbers were obtained by scaling the occupational exposure.
Two numbers were obtained for the occupational exposure. The
lower value was obtained from absuming immersion in a sphere with
volume equal to the reactor room volume. The higher number was
obtained by assuming immejsion in a sphere of infinite radius. The
correct procedure is outlined ir step 6 of 7.3.2 and yields a one hour
exposure of 0.031 mr.

(2) Is there also a range for the projected thyroid doses as for the
total body doses? Explain. If so, ple;:se furnish the best es-
timate value.

The thyroid dose is obtained by scaling the occupational exposure
which is a single value. There is no range for this value and the best
estimate is given in step 7 of 7.3.2. The one hour thyroid dose is
about 8.3 x 101 r"ms.

(3) Comparc thc ATU approach with the methods of NRC
Regulatory Guide 1.109 for potential - .nual doses in the un-
restricted area, as applicable. What is the location of maximum
exposure in the unrestricted area?

Please :e the revised section 7.3 (Attachment #2).

n. For the fission product release analyses, please discuss the AIU
methods and results in ct,.nparison with the applicable guidance of
ANSI,ANS 15.7, the ANS standard for research reactor site evaluation.

Please see the revised section 7.3 (Attachment #2).
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The analysis of possible dose to- members of the general public set
forth here does not use the dilution calculations set forlh in
ANS/ANSI 15.7 directly due to the proximity of the nearest building
to the release point. As noted in section 4 of ANS/ANSI 15.7, the
criteria set forth there may not apply at distances ofrless than 200 m
-(66 ft).

o. The ATU Technical Specifications permit-the irradiation of fueled ex-
periments. and other expedments that could affect reactivity. Please
provide safety analyses uf potential accidents involving these types of
experiments. Include the potential impact on the health and safety of
the public of an accidental step reactivity insertion equal to the maxi-
mum licensed.excess reactivity.

A new section 7.4 (Attachment #2) is added to the SAR analyzing
the failure of fueled experiments. Insertion of maximum licensed ex-
cess reactivity is analyzed in secti n 7.1 of the SAR.

p. Section 7.4; Please provide additional detail that justifies the assump-
tions and shows the calculations for this section.

The information for this section was taken from Michigan State
SAR. We do not have more information than is provided. This sec-
tion should be deleted from the SAR.
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17. Chapter8

a. Section 8.1.7: Please provide additional information such as charter.
quorums, minutes, and details of review and audit functions concern-
ing the Reactor Safety and Utilization Commit.ee.

This information is covered in section 62.. Review and Audit, of the
Technical Specifications. (TSATUTR pages 6-4 and 6-5)

1). Section 8.2.4; Please describe the "special training" the Reactor Super-
visor will rcccivc to be qualified for this position.

The Reactor Supervisor will receive special training to be qualified
as senior operator for the ATU reactor facility. Please see 17.c also.
The following sentence will be added to this section.

The react,.r supervisor %ill be certified by :he licensing agency as a senior
operator for the ATU reactor facility.

c. Please clarify what is acceptable experience. Is this experience in the
nuclear field or directly with research reactors?

Experience that would enable the Reactor Supervisor to perform ade-
quately the duties associated with facility actiiities is acceptable. Ex-
perience in the nuclear field is required and experience with
research reactors is highly recommended. The paragraph of section
8.2.4 %ill be modif-lO as given below.

A person with a combination of academic and nuclear experience in super-
.isiun of reactor operation and :-latcd functions will be designated as the Reactor
Supervisor. Thc Reactoi Sup,.•-visor will be certified by the liccnsing agency as
senior operator for the ATU reactor facility. A minimum of three years mnclcar
experience 0ill be .equircd and experience with research reactors is highly recom-
mended. Academic training in appropriate engineering or science may be sub-
stituted for up to two of the three years experience. [ANSI-I5.4, .4]

d. Explain how persons with unescortcd access to the facility will be
trained to meet ille requirements of 10 CFR Part 19 and the require-
n-enis of your Emergency Plan.

The last sentence or section 8.2.5 will be replaced with the following.

Other persons may receive uncscorted acess to the reactor facility after
.-mplction of a training program in a;.,ordancc %%ith the requiremcnts of IOCFR 19.
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This training propam wiIl be implemented and maintained by the facility manage-
ment and wit: include instruction in radiation safety and effects and proper response
to emergency conditior.s including the facility Emergency Plan.

e. Section 8.3.1; You discuss the need for documented concurrence from
a senior reactor operator for recovery from unplanned or unscheduled
shutdowns. How does this relate to the requirements of 10 CFR
50.54(m)(1) to have a senior reactor operaor present at the facility.

Recovery from an unplanned or unscheduled shutdocrwniill require
the presence of a senior operator and documented verbal concur-
rence from the senior.opera;or. The second paragraph on page 8-6
of the ATU SAR %ill be modified as follows.

Movement of any fuel or control rods and relocation of any in-core experi-
inent %,ith a reacti':tv %orth greater than une dollar will requ're the presence of a
licensed senior operator. R-co er) from unplanned or unscheduled shutdowns will
require the presence of a senior operator and documented verbal concurrence from
the senior operator [ANSI-15.1,6.1.3(3)].

f. Please provide additional detail on your staffing requirenents for ex-
periments.

The :Aaffing requirement for each experiment will be specified in the
experiment plan approved by the i -%ctor Safety and Utilization
Committee. Each experiment will be designated as one of three clas-
ses. One class will consist of experiments that are routine in nature
(e.g., reactor operation for calibration or instruction, irradiations
such as neutron activation, etc.). This cia.s or experiment will re-
quire only the presence of a reactor operator. Some of the calibra-
tion or irradiation experiments may require the presence of both a
licensed operator and the experimenter and %ill be designated as a
separate class of experiment. The third class of experiments will re-
quire the direct supervision of a licensed senior operator for such ac-
tities as relocation of in-core experiments with a reactivity worth
greater than ote dollar, fuel or control-rod relocations within the
core region, or significant changes to shielding of core radiation.

g. Section 8.3.3; For a substantive change to an experimen:, who will be
responsible for making the determination that the change does not
constitute an unreviewed safety, question and thus subject to NRC
review and approval?
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This determination will be made by the Facility Management work-
ing with the Reactor Safety apd Utilization Cemmittee. The
guidance provided by the "ReAew of experiments for research reac-
iors" (ANS-15-6/ANSI N401) will be followed to approve an experi-
ment. Those experiments which introduce risks beyond those
analyzed in the Safety Anabysis Report shall be submitted to the
NRC for review and approval.

h. Section 8.42; -2.:What is the time limit for reporting violations of safety
limits to the NRC?

The following %ill be added to section 8.4.2 as the second paragraph.

A safety limit violation will be reported pomptly by telephone and con-
firnic,! in %%fiting (telecopy) not later than the next working day to NRC. A follow-
up :epurt that describes :he circumst:nces of the ev,..nt vill be submitted to the
NRC within 14 days of the event.

i. Section &5.3: What plans do you have to retain information concern-
ing events that may have a significant effect upon decommissioning of
the facility?

The following %ill be added to section 8.5.3 as the second paragraph.

ATU will t~ollect and retain for the lifetime of the reactor facility information
th.tt -,%ill ha,,e significant effect on the decomnissioning of the facility (ANSI/ANS-
15.10, o.1 and 9.2). Tnhe f,.lloing design'construc:ion documentation should be col-
tected .ind archi%ed. (1) Complete as-built draings, (2) Construction photographs
%%ith dt.tailed captions, (3) Procurement records that identify tqpes and quantities of
ma~tei :.s l ed during construction, (4. Equipmentucomponents specifications, in-
cluding pertinent information, ic., supplier, weight, size, materia!S of construction,
etc. The following dccurnm.ntati;,ni should ' e collected and archived during opera-
tional phase of the facility. (1) Safety Analysis Report(s), (2) Technical Manual(s),
(3) Environmental Assessments. (4) Power History, (5) Radiological Survey
Rcport-_. (6) Operating ,ond Maintenance Procedures, (7) Abnormal Occurrence
Repurt, such as spills. (8) Deactivation PiansRepurts, (9) Technical Specifications,
(10) Design Changes and Updated Dra-4ings.
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18. Chater 10; Please provide an updated SAR Chapter providing specific
information on how your program meets the requirements of the regula-
tions and any particular standards that you believe are applicable to your
facility. Please consider the following issues in your update:

a. Section 10.1; Please provide a copy of the Arkansas Tech University
ALARA policy statement.

b. Page 10-1; Neither the Introduction or the Policy and Organization
secions mention that the requirements of 10CFR Part 20 should be
the minimum bases for an acceptable Radiological Protection Pro-
gram.

c. Section 10.1.1; This section should be expected to assign the campus
responsibility to an Office or organizational unit.

d. 10.1.2: It seems inappropriate to assign full implementation to the
Reactor Supervisor. As a miaimum, it seems that the Facility Direc-
tor should hold that responsibility.

e. Section 10.1.2; What is the "special training" that the Reactor Super-
visor will receive.? Please provide additional detail.

f. Section 10.1.2: Pleas: elaborate on the definition of academic training.
Do you mean at least a B.S. degree? Justify how someone with train-
ing in biology or industrial engineering can substitute this training for
nuclear experience.

g. Section 10.2; Discuss how you will meet the training requirements of
10 CFR Part 19.

h. Section 10.3; Please supply additional information on how the require-
ments discussed in Section 10.3 will be specifically applied to the
material in Sections 10.3.1, 10.3.2 and 10.3.3.

i. Section 10.4, Radiation Monitoring; An environmental monitoring
program should be established and it should be rcquired in conjunc-
tion with the Construction Permit so that baseline data can be accumu-
lated for at least a year before reactor operations start.

j. Section 10.4.1, Radioactive Effluent Monitoring; Monitoring of ef-
fluents is required unless you can clearly justily that there is no health
and safety problem if they are not measured. Please discuss.

k. Section 10.4.2, Facility Monitoring; Requirements are set by 10 CFR
Part 20 phi; ALARA, and by Technical Specifications. Please relate
the SAR to these requirements.

I. Pro% de details on monitoring of noble gas effluents, gaseous or air-
borne radioactive materials and liquid effluents. Include monitoring
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equipment, set points, alarm actions, etc. How does this relate to Sec-
tion 10.5?

m. Section 10.6; Please provide additional detail on the ALARA design
features of the facility.

n. Section 10.62, Facility Operation: Various review functions seem to
be assigned to the same office (Reactor Supervisor) as do the im-
plementation functions. Review should be done at a-level above that
of implementation, no matter who it is.

o. Sect.. n 10.7; Please discuss your plans for retention of records con-
cerning radiological events that can significantly impact decommission-
ing of the facility.

p. Section 10.8, Emergency Plan; This plan is required by 10 CFR Part
50, not by the Radiological Protection Plan. The Office responsible
should be at least as high as Facility Director.

Chapter 10 is currently being revised tc meet the requirements of the
revised 10 CFR Part 20 and the guidelines provided by ANSI/ANS
15.11.

19. Chapter I I

Fire protection is normally considered as part of the facility design,
with a description of the facility equipment and systems present to
detect and minimize the effects of a fire. Please incorporate Chapter
S11 into the SAR section on facility design.

This -section wvill be incorporated as section 6.5 of the chapter 6.

20. Chapter 12

Please address the rc 1uirements of 10 CFR Part 55, and in particular
10 CFR 55.59.

A revised copy of Chapter 12 is attached (Attachment #3).
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21. Chapter 13

a. Section 13.0; The NRC has the responsibilitV for the licensing of reac-
tor operators, not General Atomics. Please correct your SAR.

The second paragraph on page 13-1 of ATU SAR will be modified as
follows.

Training of university personnel associated with startup actil ities at the new
facility will consist of training by GA Technologies and certification by NRC of at
least two Senior operators. One or more of the certified operators shall have a
bachelors or advanced degree in a field of engineering.

b. Please discuss your plans for monitoring construction activity to en-
sure that the facility is built in accordance with the SAR.

The Dean of the School of Systems Science will appoint a committee,
which will include the Facility Director and the Reactor supervisor,
to monitor the construction activities. The QA requirements
specified in Chapter 9 of the SAR will be followed during the con-
struction.

22. Chapter 14

Section 14.3; Please provide additional detail on the design features of
the ATU reactor to accommodate decommissioning.

The reactor pool tank is placed inside a steel tank 14 ft in diameter
and 27 ft deep. The steel tank will be surrounded by at least I ft of
concrete. The space between 4he pool tank and the steel tank will
also be filled with concrete. A larger pool tank, 10 ft dia as opposed
to 6 Rt dia at Michigan State University, will reduce by at least 50 %
(lr) the neutron population at the tank boundaries. More neutrons
will be removed because of moderation and absorption in the larger
amount of water. Samples of the materials used will also be retained
to predict activities of these at the time of decommissioning.
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23. The following questions apply to the Environmental Report;

a. Page 2. paragraph 2; Please be specific about the references to "other
facilities" and their production of Ar4l. Please justify your quantities
of "less than 50 Ci," and "less than 20 Ci." Please relate these quan-
tities to your analyses in Section 6.4 of the SAR.

b. Page 2, paragraph 3; Please justify the statements you make about the
quantities of hydrogen isotopes and liquid radioactive wastes released
to the environment.

c. Page 2, paragraph 4; Please provide quantitative values and justify
them in place of the statement "...expected to represent a fraction...".

d. Page 2, paragraph 4; Please explain the statement about "activation
products are accumulated in an ion exchange resin...".

e. Page 3. paragraph 1; Please explain how liquid radioactive waste is
stored and evaluated to ensure that releases remain "a fraction" of 10
CFR Part 20 constraints. What fraction?

f. Page 3, paragraph 2; The licensee will be responsible for potential en-
vironmental effects o, irradiated fuel. until DOE actually takes posses-
sion, which might include packaging and shipping. Please discuss your
plans in more detail.

g. Page 3; Because you have not discussed potential environmental im-
pacts related to eventual decommissioning of your reactor at the end
of its useful life, please discuss those effects in your Environmnintal
Report.

h. Page 3. Section C; You dismiss potential environmental effects of acci-
dents too briefly. Please discuss them, and justify your statement that
they are "negligible".

i. Page 4, both paragraphs; The word "minimal" is used. Please be more
specific and quantitative.

A revised copy of the Environmental Report addressing the above is.
sues is attached (Attachment #4).
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small ,.ctivated components. Some of the reactor-based rcsearch results in the
generation of solid low-'evel radioactive wastes. Solid wastes are stored by the
university'-- health physics personnel and transported to an approved radioactive
waste burial facility in accordance with applicable regulations.

6.3.2 4oL'ntinIig Laborat

Air from the pneumatic transfer system is exhausted through the reactor
%ci'ilation system A hood for handhag radioactive materials, a sink for disposal of
radioactive liquids, and a safety showLr for decontamination are installed in this
room.

6.4 CONTAINMENT DESIGN EVALUATIONS

Containment evaluation depends on the quantity of airborne radioactivity
release possible from the air and %ater that are in the region of the reactor during
operation. Caklulation. measurement and experience of similar research reactors
support the evaluation. Evaluation i. limited to routine effluents and should be
5upplemented for experiment conditions that present specific release problems.
Ana.-sis of fission product releases arc treated in another chapter.

Measurement and experience at other TRIGA facilities sho\k that radiologi-
cal contributions are caused mostly by argon-41 and nitrogen-16. Argon-41 is
pruduced by the activation (n, y) of argon-40 present either in the air in cxperimen-
tal facilities or the air dissolved in Nvater. Calculations sho% an activity concentra-
tion in the reactor room of 8.1 x 10" !Ci/ml from the pool water and 6.1 x 10-6
.iCi,rml fromn the experimental facilities at 250 kW. The corresponding dose rates
outide the building are 0.17 jirad,'hr and 12.9 Itrad'hr respectively. Nitroger,-16 is
pro4uced by the activation (n, p) of oxygen-16 in the reactor core region and has a
',erv short half life. Calculations sho%% an activity concentration of nitrogen- 16 in the
reactor room air of 5.5 x l0-9 Ci,'ml resulting in an occupational dose rate of about
0.38 pradhr. The dose rate from the nitrogen- 16 transported to the surface of the
pool is about 670 p rad/hr.

6.4.1 Argon-41 Activity in the Reactor Room

0.4.1.1 Activation of Air Dissolved in the Pool Water

The release of argon-41 dissolved in reactor water depends on the gaseous
exchange rate at the air-mater interface and the change in gas solubility as a function
of temperature. As the pool watar circulates through tho core, the equilibrium con-

tenitmlion of argon is depleted to the lowvest soluuility value. The release of argon
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as a function of temperature and solubility approaches zero on a time scale com-
parable with the time required for the argon4l activity to reach half the equilibrium
value [1]. Argon atoms exchanged at the water-air interface depend on a water
thickness depth that is small relative to the pool dimensions, therefore, a small
fraction of the available saturated argon is exchanged with the.air.

Evaluation of the water-a' rnterfact. exchange rate for argon is related to an
air and wz er thickness depth that depends on the argon atom diffusion coefficient.
Tlhe total exchange rate is then a function of the pool surface area, As ( 7.3 X l0e

cm ), and an effective release volume Vi . The two terms are related by

=i A fis j v, 6.1

where fli (cm-s-') is a surface exchange coefficient, and fi-.j (s-z) is the fraction of
atoms exchanged from volume i to j. E.timates of fl for argon vary considerably
and a conservative value of 5.7 x 10-3 (cm-s-1) [1-31 is assumed in the calcula-
tions.

During equilibrium conditions, and assuming no difference in the rates of
escape fractions for argon-40 and argon-41. t-z. number of argon atoms that escape
from the water into the air equals the numbu. of argon atoms that enter the water
from air. i.e.,

fi-j Vi Ni = fi--i Vj 1 Nj 6.2

where Nj 2.1 X 10(7 argon atoms per cm3 of air and Ni = 7.1 x 1015 argon atoms
per cm3 of water at the core inlet temperature of 38 C [4].

The flow channel area !er element is 0.0058 ft2 [2] and with 70 elements the
flow area is 0.406 ft2 (377.2 cm ). The heated length of the channel is 15 in. and the
flow channel volume is 0.5075 ft3 (14371 cm3). At the full power operation of 250
kW the mass flow rate, w, through the reactor with natural circulation cooling is
estimated (based on calculations ir reference 2) to be about 2205 g/s (17500 lbm'hr)
and the temperature rises from 38 C (100 F) to about 66 C (150 F) in passing
through the core. The volume flog ite, v, is 2205 cm3/s (w / density). The transit
time through the core, t, is 6.52 s (flow channel volume / v). The pool cycle time, T,
is equal to 2.52 x 104 s (volume of pool / v).

The changes in argon-41 concentration ir. the reactor water (.subscript 1), in
the pool water (subscript 2) and in the air of the room enclosure (subscr:pt 3) are
given by
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dNt

V-- = -A 4! NP V2- v (NI- Ni) -
-dt

(f2-,3 N!1 V2 - f3--2 NJ' V13) 6.4

dN (f ' - f.P Vv - Nl (ý V + q) 6.5

V3 d-"2 =' i

Nliere the superscripts 40 and 41 are for argon 40 and 41 respectively. The volume
of the different reions are, V1 = 14371 cm3, V2 = 55.6 x 10 cm3 and
V3 = 450 x 10U cm . The volume flow rate from room enclosure exhaust, q. is
equal to 4.01 x 105 cm3/s (850 cfm). Mir average thermal neutron flux g, is
4.0 x 1012 n"cm2-s. the absorption cross sections, a is equal to 0.47 x 10-24 cm.,
u41 is equal to 0.060 x 10- 24 cm2 and the decay constant, ;.4 is 1.06 x 10-' s. The

fraction of argon-41 atoms in region i that escape to region j per unit time, fi-,jVi, is

determined using equa~ions 6.1 and 6.2. Since v, + V 'p NýI1 + A4 1VI = v equation
6.3 may be reduced to

d =NPI - (NPt N!1 6.6

During equilibrium conditions the left hand side of the equations 6.4, 6.5 and
6.6 "re set to zero. The resulting equations are soled to obtain an expression for

the argon-4 ! concentratior, in the reactor room, N11 given below.

[411
N.lI V3 + q - f3-,2 V3 b-.2V3  .

f2--.3 V2 A241 V2 + f2-.3 V2

S(6.7

A V2 + f2"3 V2

Solving for NJ yields 28.2 atonis,cm3. The corresponding activity concentration is
given by

A A41 X Nil 81x1-
A- C 8.1 x 10-pCi/cm3 6.8
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where C = 3.7 x 104 dps/.*Ci.

These calculations show that argon-41 decays wvhile in the water, and most of
the radiation ib bafel, absorbed in the water. The whole body gamma ray dose to a
person immersed in a semi-infinite cloud ef radioactive gases can be approximated
by

D(rad/hr) = 900 E A q yi(x), 6.9

where E = the photon energ (MeV), A = activity concentration in the discharge
(Ci;m .), q = the building exhaust rate (m3's) and Vp(xt is the t ilution factor at the
distance x (s, min). If it is assumed that the discharge is at the rt4,f line, the dilution
factor in the lee of the building (x =0), is given by [5],

VIM = I = 4.5 x 10-3, 6.10

where C = 0.5, S = bt.ding cros.s sectional aica normal to wind = 170 m 2 and
U = wind ,elocit = 2.62 ;1,... The average dose rate at ground level outside the
building is

D = 900 x 1.3 x 8.1 x 10' x 0.401 X 4.5 X 10-3.

= 1.7 x 10-7rad/hour. 6.11

Actua! dJose .alucb for irgon-41 release are anticipated to be bubstantially lower due
to lo,,er ,•eutron fluxes, shorter operation times and larger dilution factors.

6.4.1.2 Activation of Air in the Experimental Facilities.

The central thimble, the rotary specimen rack, and the pneumatic transfer
tube contain air. Of the radioisotopes produced, argon-41 (half-life = 110 ain) is
the most significant %%ith respect to airborne radioactivity hazards. Nitrogen-16
(half-life = 7.11 s) and oxygen-19 (half-life = 26.9 s) arc considerably less sig-
nificant. T1ihe satura' -d concentration of argon-41 release from an experimental
facility is calculated from

Ni(atoms/ml) = 4 1 + qiiVi 6.12

where X; = 1.59 X 10- 7 cM-f, and Vi is the effective air volume of the facility.
Since there are no clear flow paths or driving forces to mo%,e air from these facilities,
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values of the volume exhaust rate. qi, would be expected to be quite low. The
reactor room exhaust fan effects one air change in the room roughly every 20
minutes. If we assume, in the absence of a driing force or clear exhaust path, that
the experimental facilities have an air turnover rate of roughly one tenth that Af the
building, then this gives a q(i value for the rotary specimen rack of

33000 (1200 x 60) = 2.75 cm3 ",. For simplification, this same rate will be used to
analyL., release from the ITS and the central thimble even though one air chan-':
per 200 minutes would gike a much smaller value for these facilities. It should be
noted that this assumed flovw rate, from a relatively closed device, is roughly the
same as that stated for each beam port at ,he TRIGA reactor facility at the Univer-
sity of Texas [21.

The effective air volume, Vi, conservative estimates of average thermal
neutin fluxes for 250 kW operation, and the source rate trom the experimentai
volumes. Ni x ci (atoms/s), are given in Table 6-1.

Table b-1 Activity of Argori-41

Region Effective
air volume

ml

in the Expcrimental Facility

Average thermal
flux at250 kW
(n/cmn-s) x -+ 12

Source
atoms/s
Nixqi

Central thiimble

Rotary
specimen
rack

Pneumatic
tube

4.85E +2

.1 Zw01-'+ 4

1 .00r -t- :t

5.4

1.7

1.7

4.09E + 8

3.93E + 9

4.07E + 8

4.74E + 9Total

The total estimatd source of argon-41 from experimental facilities, S4t, is
about 4.74 x 10') atomss (13.6uiCi,'s). This is assumed to be released into the reac-
tor room of ,olumne, V = 450 x 10 cm- and is removed by ventilation exhaust
rate. q =4.01 x 105 cmI/s. from the reactor room and decay (decay constant

A4 1 1.o x 0-4 s- ). The rate of change -f argon-41 concentration with time is
cqudted to the souruc minus the remoal rate and the rtuhlting differential equation
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is .solved -Aith zero initial conditions. Assuming saturated conditions the argon-41
concentration in the reactor room and the building exhaust.ai" is given by

s41 4
=;V+q - 1.06 x 10 atoi xml 6.13CtV + q)

The activity is calculated-as outlined in the previous section and is obtained

as 3.03 x 10-SpuCLml in the reactor room and !he building exhaust air. This cal-
culation is based oncach cxp•rimental-facilit) being completely-filled with-air and
-operated to saturation leveLs of argon-41. Since cxperiments.will replace-much of
the a~ailablh air space in the fadlities and since eight contih,:ous hours of operation
produce only 95% of saturation levels it is assumed that only 20% of. the experi-
ment facilit argon4 ! is exhausted to the reactor room, and thus, the concentration
level, during operations, in the reactor room is estimated to be no more than

6.1 x 0-61Ci. ml due to the experimental facilities. When the a.gon4l estimated
to 'c prscent from the pool %ater is added to this figure, the total estimated con-

centration of argon-41 in the reactor building is 62 x 10-6*Cilml. The average
dose rate at ground level outside the building is about 12.9 x 1076 rad/hr. Actual
dose values for argon-41 release are anticipated to be substantially lower due to
lo%%er neutron flu.xes, .,maller air %olumes, shorter operation times, and larger dilu-
tion factors.

6.42 Nftroi-en-16 Activhy in the Reactor Room-

The cross-zection threshold for-oxygen-16 (n, p) nitrogen-16 reactions is 9.4
MeV. howeer. the minimum encrLy of ihe incident neutrons must be about 10.2
McV because of center of mass corrections. This high threshold limits the produc-
tion of nitrogen-16 s•nce only about 0.1% of all fission neutrons have energy in
c-ccs of 10 MeV. Morewver, a single hydrogen scattering event will reduce the
energy of these high-energy neutrons to belowv the thresho.d. The effective cross-
section of tho reaction averaged over the TRIGA spectrum is 2.1 C 10-l cm2. Ibis
%aluc agrees ncll %,ith the ,,alue obtained from integrating the effective cross section
over the fission spectrum.

The concentration of nitrogcn-16 atoms per cm 3 of water as it leaves the
reacior core is given by

N. 4 Nt .-. X (I - ) = 135 x 107 atoms/ml 6.14
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where Ni oxygen atoms per ml o" water = 3.3 x 10"atots/ml, al = (n, p) cross
section averaged over 0.6 - 15 'MeV = 2.1 x l0-29 cm2 , Vpv = neutron flux (0-.6 - 15
MeV) = .4 X 1012 nera--s, .2 = nitrogen-16 decay constant - 9.35 x 102 sý', and
t. average, time of exposure in reactor = 6.52 s.

The flow velocity in the core is 5.85 cm/s [volumetric flow rate-
(2205 cm31s) + flow area (377.2 cm2)]. Assuming that the water will rise with the
same velocity, the transit time from the core to the surface is 109.5 s
(640 cm + 5.85 cmn:s). This assumption is quite conservative-as energy. losses from
the fluid stream resulting from turbulent mixing will reduce the velocity significant-
ly. Furthermore. delays- in transit-time resulting from operation of the diffuser in
the pool is sizable. Measurements of the dose rates at the pool surface of several
TRIGA reactors show that the diffuser reduces the nitrogen-16 contribution to the

surface dose rate by an order of mngnitude depending on the size of the pool.

In 109.5 seconds the nitrogen-16 decays to 3.6 x le0 times the value of
activity leaving ,he core. Thus the concentration of nitrogen-16 that reaches the
surface of the pool. No, is estimated to be 485 atomsh'nl.

Only a small portion of the nitrogen- 16 atoms present near the pool surface
are transferred into the air of the reactor room. When an N-16 atom is formed, it
appears as a recoil atom with various degrees of ionization. For high purity water
(app:oximatcys 2 ,imho) practicall) all of the nitrogen-16 combine with oxygen and
hydrogen atoms of the water. Most of it combines in anion form, which has a ten-
dcncy to remain in the water [6). It is assumed that at least one-half of all ions
formed are anions. Because of its 7.1 s half-life, the nitrogen-16 decays before
reaching a uniform concentration in the tank usater. The activity will be dispersed
o~er the surface area of the pool and much of it will decay during the lateral move-
ment.

For the purpose of this analysis it is postulated that the water-bearing
nitrogen-16 rises to the surface and spreads into a disk soutce of radius 125 cm. The
time it takes for the nitrogen-16 to spread into this disk is

ts = 5  -21.4 s 6.15

The average concentration during this time is [21

No X(I-

N-' No t" I = 210 atoms/mi. 6.16
A 2 ts
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The number of nitrogen-16 atoms escaping into air is estimated as 1.9.atomil ,m'-s
12 W atoms/cm' x 0.009 cm/s] where 0.009 cm/s is the escape velocity [7]. The total
source into the room is

S=-1.9- -ix 4.91 x 10"' cm = 9.3 x 10 atoms/s 6.17
cm--s

In the room, the activity is affected by dilution. ventilation, and decay. For satura-
tion conditions the concentration is given by

N16 = S = 2.2 x 10-3 atoms/ml. 6.18
A2 V +. q

where V = 450 x 10P cm3 is the reactor room volume, and q = 4.01 X 10' cm3/s is
the ventilation exhaint rate. This corresponds to an activity concentration of
5i < 10. pCi,'ml or about 0.015 Ci for continuous single shift operation at full
power for one %ear. The gamma dose rate from nitrogen-16 of this concentration
in the air is given by

3 .7 x14 photons X 10-9 6 0 0

D =2--10 ml2xK

=3.8 X 10 7 rad/hr. ,.

The effective radius of the roem, 600 'm, is calculated based on a hemisphere of
volume equal to the reactor room volume of 450 m . The flux to dose conversion
factor, K. is equal to 1.6 x 10d photon.slcm2 -s per rad/hr.

The dose rate at the pool surface arising from the nitrogcn-16 near the sur-
face is calculated using

D = X N - E2(u h)) 6.20

%%here N = 210 atom,'inl, p is the attenuation coefficient for 6 MeV photons in
water = 0.0275 cm' t and E2 is the second exponential integral. The thickness of the
nitrogen-16 bearing water, h, is equal to 0.97 cm Ivolumetric flow rate 2205 cm3/s X
t, arc a of the disk surface]. This yields a dose rate of 670prad,-r. Transport time
higher than that used in the calculation is normal and this would reduce the calcu-
lated dose substantially.
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6.4.3 Evaluation of Gaseou, Fffiuent-s

A, d.d.cussed above, the only significant anticipated radioactive gaseous ef-
fluents produced by the reactor are argon-41 and nitrogen-16. Both of these
radionuclides wiil contribute to doses received by peroqnnei in. the reactor room.
However, due to its lo, concentration in the reactor room air and very short half-
life, nitrogen-16 wvill not contribute measurably to doses received by personnel in
the unrestricted- area. Estimates of possible annual exposures to ptersonnel in these
two areas will now be made.

6.4.3.1 Estimated Doses to Reactor Room Personnel

As arrived at in previous sections, the calculated average concentrations of
the two main radioactive gases present in the reactor room are

Ar-41 6.2 x 10.6 UCifml
N-16 5.5 x 10.Ci/rml.

The dose rate from these concentrations is calculated as follows. A hemi-
sphere of volume equal to that of the reactor room (450 mi3) will have a radius of
R = 0.0 mi. The exposure rate (Rhr) rcceived by a person covered by a hemisphere
of radius R containing and activity concentration of A (Ci I m3) is given by

D(rad/hr) = A r 2 f. (1 - 6 - J, .1

where the source strength. r = 0.66 R.m2/hr.Ci for argon-41 and
r 1.8 R.m2.'hr.Ci for nitrogen- 16 [8, 91. The linear energy absorption coefficient,

= 0.0035 m*1 for argon-41 and;i = 0.0022 m" for nitrogen-16. For the case when
iR < I the above equation reduces to

D(rad/hr) = A r 2rR. 6.22

So the dose rates from the calulated avei age concentrations in the air of the
reactor room are

Ar-41 1.51 x l rad/hr
N-16 037 X 10"6 radthr.

"hus, for a worker occupationall. exposed for 40 hrs,%veek, 50 wccks,'yr, the total
annual exposure from gaseou. radionuclides in the reactor room air would be
0.30" rad or = 300 mrem since the cxposure is chiefly from gamma rays. This ex-
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posure is conservatively high due to several assumptions in its calculation. These
conservative assumptions are

a. The reactor operates at full power 2000 hrslyr

b. The worker is in the reactor room for this 2000 hrs

c. The Ar-4l concentration is always equal-to the equilibrium ,,lue (in
reality, it will be very nearly zero each morning and build to only 95%
of the value assumed-here by day's end)

d. No credit is taken for diffuser operation to reduce the concentration
of N-16

Thus. :he expected annual occupational dose to reactor personnel from exposure to
Ar-41 and N-16 in the reactor room is well within ,egulatory guidelines.

6.4.3.2 Estimated Doses to Unrestricted Areas

Due to its low concentrations in the reactor room air and its short half-life,
the contribution to dose in unreswrictcd art.as from N-16 will be negligible. The
maximum possible exposure to persons in an unrestricted area would be to a person
standing on the ground just below the exhaust fart outlet of the reactor building. To
make the irost conservative estimate of the dose possible at this location, the'
averagc concentration of Ar-41 in the air at this location must be determined. The
a% erage concentration at a point on the ground just below the exhaust fan outlet can
be determined from

Aground = Abldg q v.(0) 6.23

where q is the exhaust rate from the building, 0.401 m3 / s, and t,(0) is the dilution
factor in the lee of the building at zero distance from the bui!ding. The ,alue of,/1 is
given by equation 6.10 as 4.5 X le 3 s;m3 . Thus the average concentration of Ar-41
at ,'ie foot of the building during reactor operations and assuming equilibrium levels
inside the building is

Aground = 6.2 X 10-6 X 0.401 X 4.5 X 10-3

1.11 x 10-8 pCi/ml. 6.24

Now since the reactor will only operate part of the time, this concentration
may be averaged over one -year by multiplying by the fraction of time that the reac-
tor is in full power operation. A reasonably conservative estimate is that the reactor
operates at full power for a single shift for 48 weeks out of the year (two weeks
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"acation, two weeks maintenance per year). Then the yearly average concentration
of Ar-41 in the unrestricted area in the Ice of the building is

AajvS = 1.11 x 10-8 × 8"70
A~aL _ll = x' 2 .'43X 1.09 uCifinl 6.2587760

which ib roughly .'16 of the limit for unrestricted areas set forth in IOC FR20. App.
B. The dose-from this concentration can be estimated as that from a semi-infinite
cloud of radioactive gas as

D (rad/hr) = 900 E Aavg = 900 X 1.3 x 243 x 10-9

2.84 x 10-6 rad/hr 6.26

and, so. the annual dose to a person standing at the foot of the ;cactor building for
one %ears operations with the most unfavorable wind conditions would be

rad hrsDose = D Tax 8760 - = 2.49 x 10-2 rad = 25 mrad. 6.27hr yr

I'lie nearest temporary residence to the reactor building is Jones Hall, a dor-
mitor% which is appru.umately 150 feet (4_1 m) southwest of the exhaust fan outlet.
Under the worst u•ind and weather conditions, the average concentration of Ar-41 at
this point could approach that in the lee of the building. However, the residents of
the dorm will have a much lower tendency for j..cupancy during hours of reactor
operation. If a conserati~elN high occupancy rate of 50% is assumed (4 hours of the
normal 8 hour %,orkda%), then, even under the worst weather conditions, allowing
for no dilution of the Ar-4l bet%%eer the reactor building and the dorm over 100 feet
away, the occupants of the dorm would receive a maximum annual dose of ap-
proximately 12.5 orerm.

The nearest permanent residence to the reactor building is a private house
located approximatdcy 560 feet (150 meters) north of the reactor building. To ap-
proximate the maximum concentrati"n of Ar-41 at this site, use the relation [101

C- = forv=z= 0 6.28

where Q is the source strength (C's) at release and U is the average wind speed.
From the reference at a point 0.15 km downvind from the release point and gi,,cn
the most pessimistic weather conditions, we have U = 2.62 m/s, uy = 10, and
(;z = 7. Thus the concentration of Ar-4 i at this point would be
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62 x 10 6 x 0.401 9C 4.32 X 10- uCi/ml 6.29
rx'262.x 10 x 7

and the dose, averaged over one year of operation would be

__o 1920D (rad/hr) =900 E C =900 x 1.3 x 432 x 109" X-
3760

=1.11 10- 6 rad/hr 6.30

No%.. since this is a permanent residence, the dose must be calculated over a full
year of exposure and so the.annual dose would be

rad ht
Dose - D " x 8760 =97 x I0-3 tad =- 9.7 mrad. 6.31

hr yr

Thus it can be shio%%n that uming conservative estimates of dispersion of emissions
that the maximum conceivable dose due to release of Ar41 from 1920 hours of full
po%,er operation of the reactor to persons in the -nearest occupied buildings in the
unrestricted area will be on the order of 10 mrad'yr. The production rate ofAr-41
used in these calculations is also expected to be conservatively high. The figuies

used above indicate an annual release of 62 X 106 X 0.401 × 1920 X 3600 = 17 %i
of Ar-41 from the reactor building. Actual measurements of Ar-41 releases frort.
the Oregon State University TRIGA Mark I reactor, which operates approximately
100 MW-days per )ear. show an annual release of approximately 8 Ci/yr. Since the
calculations above are based on operations of 20 MW-days,.vear, it appears that the
estimated Ar-41 production. and thus the estimates of both occupational and un-
testricted doses, are high by approximately a factor of 10. Monitoring of reactor
room and exhaust air will assure that Ar-41 emissions are within applicable limits.

6.5 FIRE PROTECTION
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side the building are caused by only scattered radiation. This is not expected to be
too high to be a public hazard.

7.3 FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE FROM CLAD RUPTURE

In this analysis it is assumed that a fuel element in the region of highest
power aensity fails in air after a long exposure at full power. The inventory of
radioactive noble gases and halogens in the read-tor core can be calculated [7,8]
using

Qi(Ci) = 0.21081 x 106 x P x Fnx (I - C-;i ) 724

where the co.istz -t 0.21081 x 10 has units of fissions/MW per disintegrations/Ci, P
is the Po%%er in MW, F, is the cumulative yield of fission products [91, 1, is the decay
constant ind t is the operating time. The core inventory after continuous operation
at 0.25 MW for 5 years (1.25 M\V-yr) is given in Table 7-2. Since the normally
quoted maximutn burnup for TRIGA fuel elements is 4.5 MW-days per element,
then the nominal maximum burnup for a 70 element core will be 0.85 MW-yr. Thus.

Ilable 7-2 Noble Gases and Halogens in the Reactor

Isotope Tii2 F; Qi
% Ci/core

Kr-83m 1.86 H 0.53- 1119.4
Kr-85m 4.36 H 1.31 2761.6
Kr-85 10.70 Y 0.29 168.0
Kr-87 76.00 M 2.54 5354.6
Kr-88 2.79 H 3.58 7547.0
Kr-89 3.18 H 4.68 9865.9
Xe-131m 12.00 D 0.04 84.3
Xc- 133m 2.30 D 0.19 400.9
Xe-133 5.2'7 D 6.77 14271.9
Xe- 135m 15.70 M 1.06 2234.6
Xe- 135 9.13 H 6.63 13976.8
Xe-137 3.82 M 6.13 12922.7
Xe-138 14.20 M 6.28 13238.9
1-131 8.05 D 2.84 5987.0
1-132 2.26 H 4.21 8875.1
!-133 20.80 H 6.77 14271.9
1-134 52.30 M 7.61 16042.7
1-135 6.75 H 6.44 13576.2
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the postulated fission pyoduct inventotr here represents a credible maximum pos-
sible using standard. TRIGA fueL The postulated inventory here also would repre-
sent approximately 23 years of operation at an estimated 20 MW-days,fear.

The relcase of fission products from U-ZrH fuel has been studied at some
leagth. A summa.y report of these studies [41 indicates that the release is mainly
through recoil into the fuel-clad gap at temperatures below 400 C and this process is
independent of the operating temperature. Above this temperature the release is
through a diffusion piocess and is temperature dependent. It is important to r-ote
that the release fraction in accident conditions is characteristic of the normal operat-
ing tenmperature and not the temperature during the accident conditions. This is
because the fission products released are those that have collected ia the fuel-clad
gap during normal operation.

The following amsumptions are used in the analysis:

a. One Fuel element in the region of highest power density fails in air after
1.25 MW-yr exposure and 100% of the noble gases and halogens in the
gap are released. The release from a single element of a 70 element core
in the region of highest power density with a peak to average flux of 2 is
assumed. This fuel element produces 2.85% of the total power.

b. Peak fuel temperature is less than 400 C and the release fraction is es-
timated to be less than 1-5 x 10.5 (GA 43144lf a conservative value of
2.0 x 10._ is assumed the fraction of noble gases or halogens released
from the fuci element is obtained as 5.7 X 10 -' (0.0285 X 2. X 10-5).

c. There is no plate-out of any reieased fission products.

73.1 Exii to Reactor hoom Ocaipants

In order to calculate the exposure to reactor room occupants the following
assumptions are made.

I Noble gases and the halogens are released into the reactor room rapidly
at the fraction given in (b) above. The concentration. v (uCi/mi), of the
radioisotope in the room which has a volume of 450 m is given by equa-
tion 7.25 and the cvlculated values are shown in Table 7-3.

q (11a) Qi x tO (,uCi) x 5.7 x 10-7 7.25
q ml) 450 X 106 cm3

2. Ventilation in the room is assumed to be zero.
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Table 7-3 Exposure to Occupant (step 4 of 7.3.1)

Isotope !LIml Ey
Mevldis Meivi'Icms cm

Exposure
mr/10 min
whole body

Kr-83m 1.42E-06
Kr-85m 3.511-06
Kr-85 2.14E-07
Kr-87 6.81E--06
Kr-88 9.59E-06
Kr-89 1.25E-05
Xe-131m 1.07E-07
Xe-133m 5.09E-07
Xe-133 l.lE1-05
Xe-1i5m 2.84E-06
Xc-135 1.78E-05
XC- 137 1.64E-05
Xc-138 1.68E-05
1-131 7.61E-06
1-132 1.13E--J5
1-133 1.81E-05
1-134 2.04E-05
1-135 1.73E-05

Total Whole body

2-60E-03
1.60E-01
2.20E-03
7.80E-01
2.00JE + 0
1-50E+0
2.00E--02
4.10E-02
4.60E-02
4.30E-01
2.50E-01
1.60E-01
1.10E+0
3.80E-01
'20E+0
v.IOE401
2.60E+0
1.50E+0

3.80E-4-01
6.OOE+05
2.30E+01
5.30E+05
6.30E+05
6.00E+05
3.00E+04
2.40E+05
3.30E+05
5.10E+05
5.60E + 05
6.OOE+05
5.60E + 0G
5.20E + 05
6.50E+05
5.20E+05
7.00E+05
6.00E + 05

3.00E-01
1.70E-04
5.00E-01
2.00E-45
5.80E-45
6.50E-05
1.00E-03
3.20E-04
2.80E-04
i.20E-04
1.50E-04
1.70E--04
7.80E-05
1.26E-04
5.60E-05
1.05E-04
5.OOE-05
6.70E-05

1.00"-03
.1.65E--03
1.26E--4
1.84E-02
5.54E-02
6.07E-01
9.94E-05
1.46E-04
431E.-03
4.27E-03
1.40E-02
7.70E-03
5.97E-02
9.91E--03
6.95E-02
3.82E-02
1.38E-01
7.82E-02

5.61 E-0 I

3. The occupant remains in the room for 10 minutes while evacuation takes
place.

4. The whole body dose from each isotope, Dh, was also calculated using
data from the Radiological Health Handbook [10]. The exposure for a
person immersed in a hemispherical cloud of finite radius is given by

Dh ( E) = qi X 3.7 X I Gý X (E-V) X Ihr k -p
7.26

where E., (Mevldis) for each i.•otope is obtained from [11], and k is the
energy fluence rate to give I R/hr for each isotope , it is the linear absorp-
tion coefficient for each isotope and r is the radius of a hemisphere with
volume equal to reactor room volume = 599 cm. The results for 10
minute exposure is given in Table 7-3.
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Table 7-4 Thyroid Dose

lotope qi Effectivitv Thyroid
.uCi/m 10 min Factor 15ose

juCi rem/Ci reins

1-131 7.61E-06 158E+00 1486000 2.35E + 00
1-132 1.13E-05 2.75E+00 52880 1.24E- 01
-133 1.81E-05 3.78E + 00 3951 00 1.49E + 00

1-134 2.04F.-05 4.25E + 00 25380 1.08E-01
1-135 1.73E-05 3.59E + 00 123100 4.42E - 01

Total Thyroid Dose. 4.52E+ 00

The total whole bod. 10 minute exoosure. immediately following a fuel e!e-
nient rupture in air, is 0.56 mr. This value is well with;n the requirements of
10 CFR Pa:t 20 Since the actsal burnup rate is expected to be much lower than
that postulated here, the e.\posure calculated here serves as a wriservative estimate
of that possible.

5. For calculating the internal dose from the halogens, mostly iodine, the
activity inhaled must be fotnd. This value, denoted by 1i (Ci) in Table
7-4, is calculated based on the "working" inhalation rate [121 of 3.47 X 10'
4 m3fs and is given by.

li = qi x 3.47 x 1C- X 10 min x 60"4-. 7.27
s min

The dose from this amount of each isotope is calculated using the inhala-
tion dose factors from Table E-7 of NRC Reg Guide 1.109 [13] and tabu-
lated in Table 7-4. Since the thyroid is the critical organ for radioiodines,
the dose for the thyroid is the only one calculated here. The resultant
thyroid dose of 4.52 rem for 10 minutes is high, but it is based on several
conservative assumptions regarding fuel burnup, halogen plate-out. and
evacuation time.

7.3.2 Exposure to Gencral Public

Sonic of the radioisotopes from a fuel element rupture would be released to
the cn% ironment and the purpose of this analysis is to calculate the exposure to the
general public. In so doing. a dilution factor for ,he gases escaping the reactor
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building must be found. Guidance for determining this dilution factor can be found
in both NRC Reg Guide 1.111 and in ANSI/ANS 15.7. The equations used to com-
pute dilution factors in both of these documents are basically identical. Htnever, in
both cases. the equations and values of certain variables are meant for situations in
which the point of interest is at least 100-200 meters from the point of reh.ase.
Since the nearest occupied building to the reactor building is only 40-50 meters
aw~ay. an alternative form for determining the dilution factor must be used. The
form that is chosen here is the same as that used in Chapter 6 in evaluating possible
doses due to afgon-41 release from the reactor buildi.ig. That is, the dilution factor
used here is that applicable in the lee of the building and no further dilution is
.siumed to occur betmeen the reactor building and the nearest exposed individual.

The estimate of possibl'e doses due to off-site release of fission product gases
is now carried out with the following assumptions:

I. Following rupture of the fuel element discussed in section 7.3.1. the air
vcrtilation and radiation monitoring system fail allowing the exhaust fan
to vent unfiltered air from the reactor building to the outside at the rate
of 850 cfm (0.401 m3Is) and thin exhaust continues for one hour.

2. The concentration of radioisotopes in the reactor room does not decrease
with ti-ne as it would in a real accident due to removal of radioisotopes
and decay.

3. The concentration of radioisotopes in the unrestricted area is equal to
that in the lee of the building. That is, the maximum exposed individual is
standing next to the reactor building during the accident.

4. The release occurs just below roof level approximately - meters above
ground and the dilution factor of 4.5 x 103 s/mr as found in Chapter 6 will
be used.

5. The exposure to the maximum exposed individual is calculated by the
methods set forth in NRC Reg Guide 1.109 [13] as:

D~orD= 3.l17 04 . Q, (DFi orD ) 7.2Y,

The results of these calculations are given in Table 7.5 for the gamma and
beta dose.

6. The internal dose to other organs due to inhalation is not computed due
to the thyroid being the critical organ for iodine.
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Table 7-5 Exposure to Maximum Individual (step 5 of 7.32)

Isotope Qi DF) DFP

Ci/vr mrad-m3
pCi-yr mrad mrad

Kr-83n
Kr-85m
Kr-85
Kr-87
Kr-88
Kr-89
Xe-131m
Xe- 133m
Xe-133
Xe- 135m
Xe-135
Xe-137
Xe- 138

Totals

2.05E-3
5.07E-3
3.09!:-4
9.83E-3
l.38EC.-
1.SOE--2
1.54E-4,
7-3513-4
2.61F-E-2
4. lOE-3
2.57E--2
2.3713-2
2.43E--2

1.93E-5
1.23E-3
1.72E-5
6.17E-3
1.52E-2
1.73E-2
1.56E-4
327E-4
3.53E-4
3.36E-3
1.9211-3
1.51E-3
921E-3

2.88E-4
1.97E-3
1.95E-3
1.03E-2
2.93E-3
1.06E-2
1.11 E-3
1.48E-3
1.05E-3
7.391-4
2.461-3
1-27E-2
4.75E-3

5.64E-6
8.90E-4
7.58E-7
8.65E-3
2.99E-2
4.44E-2
3.43E-6
3.43E-5
1.31E-3
1.97E-3
7.04E,-3
5.111-3
3.19E-2

1.31E-1

8.42F--5
1.42E-3
8.60E-5
1.44E-2
5.77E-3
2.72E=-2
2.44E-5
1.55E-4
3.91iE-3
4.322--4-
9.02E-3
4.29E-2
1.65E-2

1!2E-1

The above referenced Reg Guide also sets forth similar calculations for
"Total Bod)" and 'Skin" doses received from noble gas rcleaes. An investigation of
the equations and dose conversion factors for these two dobes shows that the total
body dose conversion factor for each of the isotopes listed above is lower than the
associated exposure conversion factor. Therefore, the total body dose due to
gamma and leta eaposure from the postulated fission product release would be less
than the exposures listed in Table 7-5. For the skin dose, the conversion factor
listed in Table B-! of Reg Guide 1.109 for beta skin dose is, again, lower than the
factor for beta exposure. So. allowing for the 1.11 multiplication factor for gamma
exposure in the equation for computing skin dose. the estimated skin dose from the
postulated release would bt: less than 0.27 mrem.

For radioiodines, the chief dose received is due to inhalation ot the halogens
and the critical organ for iodine i.- the thN.oid. Therefoic, the inhalation dose due to
radioiodines released during the pobtulated accident will now be estimated. The
procedure for this estimation is set forth in Reg Guide 1.109 and is given by:
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Table 7-6 Thyroid Dose to Maximum Individual

A
Isotope X- DFAia Da

pCi/m 3  rnrem ipCi mrem

1-131 4.87E- 1 IA9E--3 5.81E+0
1-132 1.22E- 1 1.43 E-5 82613-2
1-133 1.16E+ 0 26913-4 2.50E+O
1-134 1.30E + 0 3.73E-6 3.88E - 2
1-135 .1OE+0 5.60E-5 4.93E- I

Total Thyroid Dose 8.9213 + 0

A
Da = Ra ) Xi DFA3a 7.29

where R, is the inhalation rate for individuals in age group a, X, is the average
concentration of the ith isotope in air, and DFAia is the inhalation dose factor for
isotope i and age group a (where the organ of interest is the thyroid). Table 7-6
helou summarizes these factors for the radioiodines relea.,ed in the postulated acci-
dent.

Since .he iearest occupied building to the rm.actor building is a dormitory, the
maximum exposed indiidual %,as taken to be an adult for the above calculations.
Alho. in order to attempt to make a more .accurate estimate uf the thyroid dose
possibic, the a,.rage cuncentratic', %as calculated in a different manner than for the
noble -asds. The average iodine concentrations were calculated from:

QO (Ci) x 4.5 x 1-1r1) 1012pCil

Xi I = - 7.30M. ~ 36001h x S760

Thus. the :aerage concentration of each isotope of iodine w.,, found from
ass'uming that the total iodine inventor) released in the accident was exhausted from
the building in one hour and averaging this concentrat:on over a year's time. The
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equikalent thyroid dose would be found by using the instantaneous concentration
8000 (m3)

and multiplying by an i "-r inhalation rate.

In conclusion, it is seen that, even using conservative estimates of fission
products released and ignoring radioactike dccay and the ventilation system's safety
features, that the estimated dose to persons in the unrestricted area from the postu-
lated failure of a single fuel element are within the target guidelines set forth in
NRC Reg Guide 1.109. In fact, the dose due to noble gases would be within the
stated limits een if all fuel elements failed simultaneously. Due to the tendency of
iodine gases to "plate out" on surfaces and the automatic actions of the ventilation
system, the thyroid dose-s etimatcd here are conservatively high. Thus, no credible
accidcnt %oule be likely to cause a member of the gencral public to receive more
than 10 mrem total body dose or 15 mrem thyroid dose.

7.4 SAFETY ANALYSIS FOR FAILURE OF FUELED EXPERIMIENT

The reactivit% limit on an experiment is 1.4 %Akik. Accidental movement of
the experiment .%ith this maximum worth wl'.n the reactor is operating at full power
250 kW is considered here. This is a conservative analysis since with thel.4 %Ak/k
expcincnt loaded the excess reactivit) available is not sufficient to reach the t"=ixi-
mum power level. Analysis similar to the one given in section 7.1 shows that the
resulting maximum fuel temperature is only 524 C. which is less than the tempera-
ture due to the insertion of maximum excess rmactivity from low power. The cor-
respunding stres,_ on the clad is 1572 psi. Insertion of the maximum excess reactivity
from full power is not possible, but the following is given as an infort..ation. If the
miximum cxc..cLs reactixitN is inserted from full power (somehow!) the maximum
fuel temperature is 837 C and the corresponding stress on the clad is 3620 psi. The
values do not exczcd equilibrium element conditions and pressure.

In e-aluating the possible failure of a fdeled experiment, limits are set on the
imi.xnum actihity of such experiments due to radioiodines and strontium-90. The
re.triction placed on such experiments is that the concentration of the radionuclides
ir question in the reactor room air do not exceed the maximum allowablc DAC. set
feth in 10CFR20. For the purposes of this evaluation, the following assumptions
arc used:

a. One-fifth (20I%) of the totai iodine inventory of a fueled experiment is
1-131 which has the most restrictive DAC. This is -,, conservative figure,
since 1-131 comprise, just over 10% of total iodine (1-131 through 1-135)
by analysis of fission yields.
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b. One-half (50%) of the total strontium inventory of such an experiment
Sr-90 which has the most restrictive DAC. This is also conservative, since
Sr-90 comprises approximately 25% of total strontium yield.

c. The iodine and strontium are evenly distributed in the air of the reactor
room which has a -volume of 450 mi.

d. Upon failure of such an experiment, evacuation will take place within 15
minutes. following alarms on the building air monitor(s).

c. The concentration of radioiodine and strontium are averaged over one
calendar quarter (13 weeks at 40 hours per week).

If a given activity of radionuclide is released into the reactor building, the
concentration of that nuclide is found b) simply dividing the activit,, released by the

Table 7-7 Maximum Allowed Fueled Experiment Inventories

Element DAC Activity
aCi mCi
ml

Iodine 2 X lHs 94.0

Strontium I x 0" :.9

volume of the room. Therefore, if we take the DAC limits as our maxinium allow-
able concentration, wve can %ýork backmards to find the activir, released that would
produce this concentration by:

DAC X (mCiX ro (ml) x 13 weeks x 40
Alim I hr 7.31

yield xlS 15in ×X 0i-

%,here the )ield rcpresents ihe assumed portion of total iodine and strontium that
arc 1-131 and Sr-90 as set forth above a ' the 15/60 factor accounts for the time
spcnt in the room after the release. U5 .. equation, we arrive at the limits of
total iodine and strontium that, when re, .d into the re-ctor room, will produce
one DAC of 1-131 or Sr-90 respectively. Thc results of these calculations are given
in Table 7-7 below.

Due to the conservative nature of these calculations, the limits thus set are
100 mCi of total iodincs (1-131 thru 1-135) and 2 mCi of tot.- strontium for fueled
experiments. It should also be noted that these calculations take no credit for en-
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gineered safeguards on such experiments. If a fueled experiment with such safety
features is to be installed, it may be eligible for a higher ,'ctivity limit following an
individual safety analysis and approval by the NRC.

As a final check on the acti-.ty figures given above, the concentrations of
these radioisotopes in the unrestricted area surrounding the reactor building is cal-
culated. In performing this calculation, ihe concentration in the lee of the building
is found by the same methods used earlier in this Chapter. Thus, using the
0.401 x mn's building exhaust rate and thc 4.5 X 10.3 sm 3 dilution factor, the con-
centration outside the reactor building would be 3.9 X 10" 1 z1Ci'ml for 1-131 and
i.9 X 10"12gCiO.ml for Sr-90. Both values are belo%% the allowable air concentrations
set forth in IOCFR20 for unrestricted areas.
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12. TRAINING AND REQUALIFICATION OF OPERATORS

This section describes the program applied to training and requalification of
personnel who are to be certified as operators by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission. This program is based on guidance given in ANSI/ANS 15.4-1988, "Selec-
tion and Training of Personnel for Research Reactors" and on the requirements of
10CFR55.

12.1 INTRODUCTION

This rcqualification program is applicable to all personnel holding valid
licenses for the ATMTR except as set forth in the program below. There are two
license classes which are covered by this plan, the Reactor Operator (RO) and the
Senior Reactor Operator (SRO). License qualification by written and operating
test, and license issuance, renewal or removal are the responsibility of the U.S.
NRC. No rights of such a license may be assigned or otherwise transferred and the
licensee is subject to and shall observe all rules, regulations and orders of the Com-
mission. Initial training provides fo: the skills and knowledge required to initially
obtain a license %,hile the requalification program maintains the skills and
knowledge of RO's and SRO's during the period of the license.

12.1.1 Operator License Statts

Active status of any licensee shall require the performance of the functions of
their license for a minimum of four hours each four months. If this condition for an
active l;cense status is not met in any four motith period, active status may be res-
tored by; (1) completion of all requalification training for the current quarter, if any,
(2) completion of a minir'.m of six hours of license functions, properly supervised
by a qualified SRO. and k3) certification, by the Facility Director, that the above
conditions have been met and that all other ;onditions and qualifications of the
licensee are current and valid. A licensee whose license is inactive shall not perform
any activities for wvhich a license is required, except those set forth in item (2) above,
until such time as the license is restored to active status.
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In add;don to the above minimum performance requirements all licensees
must maintain continued medical qualification. This will be determined by biepnial
medical examination and certification of physical fitness by the Facility Director.

12.2 REQUALFICATION PROGRAM

The requalification program consists of training personnel by lectures, in-
,truction, discussion and self-study. In the case that the number of licensed inm

Sf: diiduals is three or less, then the majority of training will be accomplished through
discussion and self-study.

I.

I"12.2.1 Requalificaion ProvraB

i. Thc guidance bases for the requalification program arise from two main
sources. (I) the regulatory requirements set forth in IOCFR55 for the licensing of
RO's and SRO',, and the tequirements for requalification set forth in section 55.59,
and (2) the standards for selection and training of research reactor personnel avail-
able in ANSIANS 15.4. In addition, 10CFR50.54 and 1OCFR55.53 set forth condi-
tions of the facilitN and indivdual licenses which also provide guidance bases for the
program.

I 12.2.2 Shedule

The requalification program will be completed .'n a two year cycle. Lectures
or self-study assignments from the topics listed in 12.2.3 will be given on a four
month basis, thus allowing completion of all six topics in the two year cycle.

In addition to the lectures noted above, each licensee shall be required to
cump!ete the necessary hours of license aLtivi~i.s prescribed in section 12.2 during
each four month period. On an annual basis, .ach licensee must perform a mini-
mum of two reactivity manipulations. For the purposes of this program, the follow-
ing manipulations will serve to satisfy this requirement: reactor startup, reactor
shutdown. power level changes of greater than 50% of initial reactor power, reactor
pusing, simulated emergLnc, condition. In addition, at least one of these manipula-
tions must be a reactor pulse and at least one manipulation must not be completed
as part of the annual evaluation described in section 12.2.

12.2.3 Reualification Program Training SubJects

The six topics to be covered during each two year cequalification program
ai e:
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a. Principles of Reactor Facility Operation - example topics may include
thermodynamics, heat transfer, fluid flow, basic reactor theory and radia-
tion protection.

b. Facility Design and Operating Characteristics - example topics may in-
clude safety systems, design features, experiment and test facilities.

c. Instrumentation and Control - example topics may include nuclear instru-
ments, process instruments, control systems, radiological instruments, and
experiment and test facility instrumentation and control.

d. Procedures and Technical Specifications - example topics may include
normal, abnormal and emergency procedures, radiological control, and
administrative controls.

e. Radioactive Materials Handling - example topics may include special
nuclear material handling, radit,active materials handling, disposal, -and
safe practices.

f. Regulations - example topics may include facility management controls,
rules, applicable regulations, and license conditions.

12.2.4 On-the-job Training

On-the-job training that is required as part of the requalification program
%,ill include the aforementioned minimum hours of license activities and reactivity
manipulations. In addition, the folloving actiitis shall be completed as prescribed
below as part of the ¶in-the-job training.

a. Each licensed operator shall review the following items on a biweekly
basis: Scram Log, Maintenance Log, Required Reading folder.

b. Each licensed operator shall review all facility design or operating proce-
dures ,hanges on a timely basis following final approval of such changes.
Normally, this information will be included in the Required Reading
folder and also distributed separately when the information warrants.

c. Each licensed operator shall review the Emergency Plan (and associated
procedures), and the Security Plan (and associated procedures) on an an-
nual basis. This review may be :omplished as one of the requalification
program lectures.

12.3 EVALUATION AND RETRAINING

Knowledge of each licensed operator (RO or SRO) will be evaluated by the
requalification program exams described in section 12.2.2 and given every four
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months throughout the training cycle. Each subject on such exams will be graded on
a 100 point basis with an average score of 80% as the acceptance criteria. An over-
all score of less than 60% on any subject will result in an immediate suspension of
license duties until the licensee is restored to activt status by the Facility Director.
Proficiency will be demonstrated by retrdining and additional examination. A score
between 60%r and 80% on any subject will require retraining as needed in that
subject area and a demonstration of acceptable knowledge by oral or written exam
prior to recertification. License holders ,ho are ,.quired to undergo such remedial
training will not be suspended from licensed duties during the time of retraining,
and such retraining should be completed within one month of the date of initial
examination.

The performance and competency of each licensed operator will be
evaluatcd on an annual bas's b, the Reactor Supervisor or Facility Director. This
evaluation may take the form of in annual operating exam monitored by the Facility
Director, Reactor Supervisor. or a designated SRO. This operating exam will nor-
mally consist of at least two reactivity manipulations as described in section 12.2.3
abome. In addition, the licensee's knowledge of such items as status of experiments,
lGo, or checklist entries, and facility design, p'ocedure, or license changes will be
evaluated by oral or written examination as p.,rt ot :Ais annual evaluation.

12.4 RECORDS

Records for each licensed operator will consist of the documentation for the
requalification program activities within the two year training cycle. Records shall
be kept for both the current and previous cycle. The documentation for each licen-
see wiil include:

a. Education, experience, employment history and medical/physical evalua-
tion.

b. Record (.f attendance Pt training lectures or other completion of training
programs/topics.

c. Copies of initial qualifying exam(s) and all requalification exams during
the appropriate training cycles.

d. Records of annual operator evaluations.
c. Records of completion of required reactivity manipulations and hours of

lii.ensed activities.
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REFEREI4CES

1. "Selection and Training of Personiiel for Research Reactors", [ANSI/ANS-
15.4-1988].
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

This document deals with the environmental effects that are expected from
the operation of a TRIGA Mark i research reactor at Arkansas Tech University.
The reactor is part of the Center for Energy Studies.

A. Environmental Effects of Facility Constructian

The TRIGA reactor will be located in the Center for Energy and Environ-
mental Studies at Arkansas Tech University. Design of the building is intended for
the reactor facility and other laboratories and offices associated with applications
and research in nuclear technology. Approximately 22% of the 1068 square meter
facility is designated for the reactor facility.

Utility construction projects such as chilled water, heated water, electricity,
road construction, and other support facilities for the Center are provided and 1
propiat.,ed. Utility requirements and construction activities for the Center and its
related facilities including the reactor facility will not be different substantially from
those required during standard construction projects. Construction activities of the
facit•ify should have no impact on areas beyond the Center site.

Utilities required by the facility are communications, electricity, chilled
water, domestic water and sanitary sewer. Some utilities such as hot water, chilled
water, and compressed air are generated at the reactor faci",y. All utilities at the

Center are maintained by the University.

B. Environmental Effects of Facility Operation

The TRIGA reactor iacility is designed for 250 kW(thermal) steady-state
operation. Environmental effects of the operation will include waste heat disposal,
production of liquid and gas radioactive effluents, and the generation of liquid and
solid radioactive wastes. None of these waste items are considered significant with
rC.spLct to environmental impact although each is treated appropriately. No resour-
ces for the facility are considered significant to the environment.
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Heat disposal from the reactor pool is provided by heat exchange with a
central chilled water supply. Estimated chilled water requirements for dissipation of
the peak facility heat load is 250 kW for the reactor and 66 kW for the building. A
chilled water facility with a capacity of about 300 kW would provide the ultimate
heat rejection source for the reactor.

Radioactive gas effluents produced by the reactor are argon-41 and nitrogen-
16. Production and release of argon-41 is a function of the reactor power level,
operation time and quantity of a. exposed to the reactor with some contribution
from dissolved air in the coolant. Production and release of nitrogen- 16 is related
primarily zo the reactor power level and coolant flow through the reactor. Occupa-
tional exposure to these gases inside the building will be controlled by monitoring
ano (imiting production if necessary. The very short half-life of nitrogen-16
eliminates any significant environmental release of this gas The release of argon-41
from the facility is monitored and production and release of this gas will be limited
ais necessary to meet applicable regulations. Conserxative calculations of argon-41
production suggest a maximum annual release of lebs than 20 Curies (17 Curies -
ATU SAR). Actual measurements of releases from similarly designed, but higher
power reactors indicate tmat actual releases should be less than 5 Curies (Oregon
State University Reactor annual report).

Production of activation products in the coolant water consists of activation
of low levels of impurities and very small quantities of tritium from natural
deuterium in the water. The activation of short-lived gaseous products of oxygen and
nitrogen are not considered significant enironmental effects due to their rapid
decay. The levels of tritium thai may be produced in the coolant water are well
below regulatory limits for tritidm levels in water in unrestricted areas. Liquid
%%aste releases %•ill be held for monitoring and decay prior to release to the environ-
meni, through the sanitary sewer, in accordance with applicable regulations.

So!;d wastes produced by the facility will include both standard v:aste for
disposal with the University's solid waste, and radioactive waste. Non-radioactive
solid and liquid wastc. will be disposed of through the University's normal waste
stream and are expected to represent less than 2% of the total waste str(.am.
Radiouctie solid w~astes will be mostly comprised of relatively short-lived isotopes
such as Na-24, Mg-27, AI-28, CI-38, Cr-51, Mn-56, Ni-65, As-76 and others. Small
amounts of longer-lived radioisotopes such as Co-60 are also generated. Waste dis-
posal will include glo~es, paper, containers, samples and resin. Activation products
from the coolant water are accumulated in an ion exchange resin which is rem jved
and disposed of on a periodic basis. The annual ,olume of resin required to control
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pool %ater quality is estimated to be less than 0.1 cubic meters while the estimate of
other solid waste is 1-2 cubic meters per year.

Processing and disposal of fuel elements is not considered a significant ac-
tivity of this facility. Projections from the operation schedules of similar types of
reactor facilities indicate that less than 750 MW-days of burnup would be accumu-
"ated.after 40 years. !',termediate storage of irradiated fuel shall be accomplished
on-site in approme6 storage wells with sufficient shielding to insure that no notice-
able environmental effects result from such storage. Ultimate disposal and process-
ing of the fuel is a function of the Department of Energy.

C. Decommissioning Impacts

Studies such as NUREG CR-1756 contain detailed information for the
radlonuclide inventories expected after operation of a typical research reactor
facility. Major isotopes of concern identified are Co°, Zn65, and C'4, although
sce•,ral other isotopes and such rare earth radionuclides as Eu are expected to be
present in reactor materials and shield concrete.

Based on data from MSU reactor decommissioning, ATU estimates that less
than 1000 ft3 of radioactive wvaste would require disposal at the time of decommis-
sioning. This waste would primaril) consist of reactor structural components located
inside the pool. By enlarging the pool diameter, ATU expects ao eliminate the need
to remove concrete from around the pool. MSU had a small pool and was required
to remove a relatively small (< < 1000 ft3 ) amount of concrete for disposal as low
level radioactive waste.

ATU would be responsible fro decommissioning and dismantling of the reac-
tor. N decommissioning fund has been established, per State Board of Higher
Education requirements, to set aside $47000 per year for the next ten years. It is
expected that all lov,-le,,el radioactive waste produced through the decommissioning
efforts will be able to be removed from ATU in one shipment. This shipment would
be made to an authorized, licensed low-level radioactive waste disposal site by a
licensed carrier in accordance with the rules and regulations of the State of Arkan-
sas and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. ATU expects that the regional low
level radioactive waste compact disposal site proposed for Nebraska (approximately
600 nii.) would be accepting wiaste by that time. One truckload (40 ft. long van)
%kould be adequate for the shipment of all low level radioactive waste associated
with decommissioning.
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The only high-level radioactive waste associated with decommissioning of the
reactor would be the reactor fuel elements, which remain the property of DOE.
Final disposition of the fuel elements during decommissioning would therefore be a
DOE responsibility under tne University Reactor Fuel Assistance Program. Addi-
tional NEPA reviews, if required, would be undertaken at that time to address
decommissioning options and impacts.

D. Environmental Effects or Accidents

Accidents rangihg from failure of experimen:s to the largest core damage and
fission product release considered possible result in doses of only a small fraction of
10 CFR Part 20 guidelines and are considered negligible with respect to the en-
%ironment. Credible accident analysis for TRIGA and TRIGA fueled reactors are
presented in NUREG CR-2387 (PNL-4028).

lThe following accident scenarios were evaluated in the ATU SAR. Each has
a probability of occurrence less than one in one million, and does not have the
potential for catastrophic consequences.

Reactivity Insertion Accident. During pulsing operation, reactivity is in-
serted rapidly into the reactor and is a designed feature of the fuel performance.
The U-ZrH (H/ZR = 1.6) fuel used in the TRIGA reactor has a strong, prompt
negative temperature coefficient. This temperature coefficient terminates the
nuclear excursion. The maximum reactivity that may be inserted by the pulsing
operation i- .imited through the use of mechanical stops to limit the pulse rod
withdrimal. Moerient of the pulse rod above I kW is prevented by circuit design.

There would be no loss of clad integrity, damage to the fuel, or radiological
consequences as a result of the maximum reactivity (2.25 %Ak/k) insertion. Substan-
tial -volume changes associated wýith phase transformations of the fuel above 1250 C
could result in a cladding failure. The peak fuel temperature of 662 C at the con-
clusion of the maximum reactivity pulse is %ell below the temperature (1250 C) at
wvhich Zr-lt becomes unstable. eliminating the potential for fuel cladding rupture.
The clad could aLo fail as result of high internal gas pressures produced by the
hydrogen released from the fuel. the fission product gases, and the expansion of air
at the time of the peak fuel temperature. However, at 662 C the ultimate tensile
strength of the 0.02 in. thick, type 304 stainless steel cladding is above 41500 psi, and
the yield strength is 28500 psi, which far exceeds the stress produced by the total
internal pressure for the H-Zr fuel (1893 psi).
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Los of Reactor Coolant- Loss of reactor coolant water is prevented by'in-
stallation of siphon breakers (1/2 in. diameter.holes located I ft. below the-inlet and
outlet water lines) and by-the use of a recirculating pump which does not have
sufficient suction headto drain the tank. Due to:the design of the ATUTR there is
no credible process ihat would:lead to loss of.thepool water and uncovering of the
core. Thealuminum pool tank will be surrounded by 2Afof reinforced concrete and
this is enclosed by a steel tank 14 ft in diameter and 27 ft deep. Thesteel tank will
be surroundedby at least 1 ft of concrete. Ground water level above the bottom of
the tank would also prevent the water from-being completely drained outof the tank
in the case of a tank failure.

In the TRIGA reactor water is a major moderator of neutrons, and-the.loss
of water will, terminate the chain reaction. If the coolant is lost during reactor.
operation, fission product decay heat would be reroved by na.ural convective air
flo%% through the core. If the coolant was lost immediately at-Shutdown (zero cool-
ing time). the maximum fuel temperate"e would reach 329 C, which would not result
in an) damage to the fuel. At this temperature, the stress on the clad would be 1186
psi. which as previously discussed is well within the clad yield strength, and would
not result in any damage to the cladding, This would contain the fission products
preventing a release to the environment. The fuel temperature could.reach 900 C
%'ithout substantial ,ielding of the clad, which .,ould require operation at 1540 kW,
well above ihe 250 kW proposed operation level.

The radiological hazard associated with the -loss of shielding water scenario,
has begn calculated for a direct radiation location 6.4 m above the unshielded reac-
tor core near the top of the reactor tank, and for a scattered radiation location at
floor level. The zalulations for the second location assume that the radiation is
reflected by a thick concrete ceiling 7 m above the top of the reactor tank (actual
roof structure %ould give less backscattering; at least by a factor of two). Table I
shows the uccupational dose rates for two cases: loss of shieldingwater after reactor
operation for I1) hours, and loss of shielding water after reactor operation for 1000
hours. Gamma radiation from fission product decay and activation of structural
materials -and attenuation- of gamma radiation through fuel element end pieces and-
the upper grid plate were taken into account in this calculation.

Ba,,.:d on these calculations, the greatest potential dose of 1320 rem/hour at
the top of the tank would exceed the NRC occupational limit of 5 remyear in 14
seconds of exp3sure. However, anyone observing the loss of shielding water from
the top of the tank t*ould know to leave the building immediately, thereby greatly
limiting exposure. The maximum, worst case scattered dose rate inside the reactor
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Table I Radiation Dose Rates for Loss of ShieldWater (Fission Product
Decay and Activation of Strucural Materials with shielding)

Direct Radiation (rad/hr)
Directcattered

Operation Time- 10 hr 1000 hr 10 hr 1000 hr
Decay time ,

1 minute 1240.0 1320.0 0.451 0.480
10 minutes 223.0 303.0 0.081 0.110
i hot:- 79.5 157.0 0.0288 0.057
l-day 7.55 58.9 0.00274 0.0214
I week 0.863 24.4 0.00031 0.0088
1 month 0.157 9.2 0.00006 0.0033

room is about 480 niremlhour. Dose rate received by general public even for the
worst case would be an order of magnitude smaller than the above value.

FiJsion Product Releane from Clad Rumure. The SAR also evaluated the
#wu•.; for release of fission preducts to the environment due to clad rupture
during fuel handling. As the "maximum hypothetical accident" the SAR assumed
that a fuel element from the region of highest power density failed in air after a long
exposure at full powver. The fission products released would be those that collected
in the fuel-clad gap during normal operation. The inventory of radioactive noble
gases and halogern in the fuel element were calculated assuming continuous opera-
tion at 25 kW for 5 years. The analysis assumed release of 100% of noble gases and
halogens in the gap, zero ventilation in the room, and occupant exposure in the
room for 10 m,.iutes while evacuation takes place.

The total whole body 10 minute exposure for a reactor room occupant was
calculated to be 0.56 mr, well within the 1250 mrcm,'quarter occupational dose limit
of 10 CFR Part 20. Thyroid exposure of 4.52 rem was calculated based upon isotope
inhalation for 10 minutes (compared to the NRC standard of 30 renmyear, which is
based on Appendix B concentrations).

Exposure to the public from the above accident was calculated assuming
release through the exhaust vent at a rate of 850 cfm for an hour at roof level, with
dilution, and that the concentration of radioisotopes in the reactor room does not
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decrease with time. Under these conditions, the total bodydose due to gamma',,nd-
beta exposures was calculated as 025 mrem (compared to the NRC standard ot
50 mrems/yr). The one hour thyroid dose was obtained as 8.92 mreas (compared to
the NRC standard of 1500 mremyr).

E. Unavoidable Effects of Facility Construction and Operation

The unavoidable effects of construction and operation involves the materials
used ;n construction that cannot-be recovered and the fissionable raaterial used in
the reactor. No adverse impact on the environment is expected from either of the
unavoidable effects.

F. Alternatives to Construction and Operation of the Facility

Thiere are no suitable or more economical alternatives which can accomplish
both the educational and the research objectives of this facility. These objectives
include the trainirg of engineering students and power Plant operators in the opera-
tion of nuclear reactors, the operation as a source of neutrons for neutron activation
analysis or neutron radiograph) and other activities related to education and
radioisotope applications.

G. L)ng-Term Effects or Facility Construction and Operation

The long-term cffects of a research facility such as the Center for Energy and
En% ironmental Studies arc considered to be beneficial as a result of the contribution
to scientific knowledge and training. The impact on the environment associated
with this facility is estimated to be the annual release of 5-20 Curies of argon-41 gas,
1-2 cubic meters of solid LLR\V, and small quantities (less than 1,000 gallons) of
liquid radioactive waste.

Ii. Cost and Benefits of Facility and Alternatives

The cost for this facility is projected at S1.25 million with an annual impact
on the environment as outlined in G. above from the operation of the facility. The
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'benefits include, but are not limited to: the applications of neutron activation
analyses. production of neutron beams for research and or application, production
of short-lived, radioisotopes, education of students and public, and training of
operating personnel. Some of these activities could be conducted using particle
accelerators of radioactive sources, but these alternatives are also costI, .nd ilss
effective and in some casesnot applicable. There is no reasonable alternative to a
nuclear research reactor of this type for conducting the broad spectrum of activities
previously mentioned.
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